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We are pleased to present these works from the collection of Robert
Isaacson and James Draper.
Robert Isaacson, whose interest and taste was influential on more
than a generation of art historians and dealers, including the
Shepherd Gallery, and James Draper, whose expertise goes beyond
his major contribution in the field of sculpture, collected the whole
range of 19th century academic art, from Neoclassicism to
Romanticism, to the Pre –Raphaelites and modern works.
Robert Isaacson directed the Hewitt Gallery in the 1950s, then his
own gallery, before moving on to Durlacher Bros. until around 1970.
As author and dealer, he was an early champion of the works of
Simeon Solomon. For thirty years, up until his death in 1998,
Robert Isaacson and James Draper collected together. Their personal, investigative tastes were exceptional and are reflected in these
selected works.
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PINELLI, Bartolomeo 1771 - 1835
Italian School

LITANY IN TIVOLI, 1821
Brown wash over graphite on wove paper, laid to board
with brown mat lines drawn around image. No discernible
watermark. 5 11/8” x 8 3/8” (14.5 x 21.3 cm). Signed, dated and located at lower right: Pinelli fc. 1800 Roma. On
verso inscribed: No 28 / 12 x 14.

Ex-collection: Laura May Isaacson, St. Louis.
We are grateful to Dr. Roberta J. M. Olson for the
following remarks:
Note: Bartolomeo Pinelli executed many versions in various media of this romantic nocturnal scene depicting a religious street shrine in
the picturesque Roman hill town of Tivoli as
early as 1802-05. They were in great demand by
travellers of the Grand Tour. He repeated the
vignette bathed in moonlight and lit by a
lantern in numerous independent watercolors,
wash drawings like the present example, as well
as in his etched and watercolor series of
Costumi with veri Romani.
Bartolomeo Pinelli, a renowned popularizer
of Roman life and literature, was one of the
central artistic figures in ottocento Rome. In
fact, he is considered the Eternal City’s most
important early nineteenth-century illustrator
and printmaker. Although Pinelli has been
called the “Rowlandson of Italy,” referring to
his hallmark shrewdly observed and spontaneously rendered contemporary scenes, circulated in copious watercolor albums, drawings,
and prints, Pinelli’s work is more multi-faceted
than that of his English contemporary. In his
own time he was equally known to Italians for
his illustrations of ancient history and mythology, as well as Classical and Italian literature. His
virtuoso, obsessive draftsmanship is pre-romantic in its intensity and emotion, while amazingly modern in its freedom and classical
simplification. As Nicholas Penny has observed

in his catalogue of European sculpture in the
Ashmolean Museum, Pinelli’s works lend a
heroic quality to traditional popular activities.
During the first half of the nineteenth century, his name was on the lips of all cognoscenti during the last gasps of the Grand Tour
phenomenon. Just as travelers today return
with photographs of their journeys, they came
home with watercolors, drawings, prints,
books, and terracottas by Pinelli that preserved for them aspects of their Italian experience and/or the vision of Italy that they
cherished. Many of these works chronicled the
fast-disappearing picturesque customs and
costumes of Italy that had charmed them,
while Pinelli’s animated literary illustrations
brought to life books and poems from
Classical culture through topical recently published Romantic works, such as Alessandro
Manzoni’s novel I Promessi Sposi (Pinelli’s
only foray into lithography).
The eccentric Pinelli—a cult hero in his own
times who was immortalized in a poem by
Giuseppe Belli—celebrated many aspects of
Italian culture (above all life in the Eternal
City) and helped set the tone for the
Risorgimento (the Italian term for their nationalistic movement). His art also spread throughout Europe and the United States the
nationalistic idea of “Italy,” only unified in
1870. Pinelli, who had a marked influence on
his contemporaries, most notably Scandinavian
artists as well as Eugène Delacroix and
Théodore Gericault, and who collaborated with
many others—Felice Giani, Luigi Rossini, and
Franz Kaisermann to name a few—was a pivotal
linking figure who knew every artist and cultural
figure in Rome. Despite his vast influence, there
have been few serious studies of the brilliant
artist and his works, save for the pioneering
exhibition at the Museo di Roma in 1956.
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WOCHER, Marquard Fidel Dominikus
1760 - 1830
Swiss School

GLISSADING DOWN A MOUNTAIN,
circa 1790-1810
Watercolor on off-white paper. No watermark. Sight:
13” x 9 1/4” (33 x 23.5 cm).

Note: Gentlemen in breeches and top hats are sliding on their bottoms down a glacier. They carry
long sticks with hooks and hatchets while they
slide. What is going on here? They are glissading.
Local people who worked in the mountains as road
builders, learned to wedge their Alpine sticks
between their legs and slide down a mountain –
not for sport, but to get home faster.
The people in the present watercolor wear short,
tight jackets, breeches, and top hats, as it was customary around 1800. Their small backpacks don’t
hold any tents or ropes, perhaps rather some flacons and cups. They must be a group of travelers
(as tourists were called), who were led by guides
and porters up the mountains. In the 1790s
Chamonix saw about 1200 visitors per year, and the

trek to the Mer de Glace became so crowded that it
was recommended to seek it in the off-hours.
The painter and etcher Marquard Wocher
lived from 1782 in Basel, where he worked off and
on for the publisher Christian von Mechel, a former student of Johann Georg Wille. Mechel was a
passionate admirer of Horace Bé né dict de
Sausssure, who ascended to the top of Mont Blanc
in 1787. Mechel decided to publish everything in
connection with the Mont Blanc. Marquard
Wocher made the illustrations for von Mechel’s
publications. His bizarre treatment of the glaciers
and rock formations characterize his works.
Reference:
Lukas Heinrich Wüthrich, Christian von Mechel,
Basel and Stuttgart 1956, p. 203.
Fergus Fleming, Killing Dragons, the Conquest of
the Alps, New York, 2000, p. 103 (“glissading”).
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GERMAN SCHOOL circa 1790 - 1800

LANDSCAPE WITH HUNTER
OCEAN AT NIGHT
Two etchings on one sheet, wove paper, no watermark. Together within print marks: 5 13/16” x 4 1/2” (14.8 x 11.5 cm).

Exhibition: Early Romantics: German Landscape
Etchings 1750-1810, Shepherd Gallery, New York,
March-April 1995, cat. no. 65.
Note: This late eighteenth century or early nineteenth century sheet contains two etchings on one
plate. Both images show the influence of Dutch

seventeenth century landscape etching on early
nineteenth century German print makers and are
clearly a link to Caspar David Friedrich and
German Romanticism. The artist of this particular
sheet is not known, but is working in the orbit of
Christian Ludwig von Hagedorn (1712-1780),
Christoph Friedrich Nathe (1753-1806), and
Johann Christian Klengel (1751-1824).
RK / DW
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GRIMM, Ludwig Emil 1790 - 1863
German School

TWO MICE
Etching with plate tone on thin laid paper. 5 3/4” x 8 1/4”
(14.5 x 21 cm), irregular edges. Monogrammed in the plate
at lower left: EG; located and dated in the plate at upper
right: Cassel 1815. Stoll 200, II (of 4).

Exhibition: Ludwig Emil Grimm, a German Romantic Print Maker, Shepherd Gallery, New York,
February-April 1987, cat. no. 105.
Note: This etching by Ludwig Emil Grimm illustrates the two mice from the parables of the life of
the Christian Saint Barlaam, which were recorded
by the medieval scholar Jacobus de Voragine
(circa 1230-1298). In the story often referred to as
the “Parable of the Man and the Unicorn,” a
prodigal man falls into a deep pit after fleeing for
his life from a mad unicorn. Though he clings to a
tree, which prevents him from falling into a murky
abyss where a dragon/serpent awaits, the man sees
one black and one white mouse gnawing vigorously to sever the honey branch to which he clings.
While it is not known whether the man survives,
the parable is meant to warn against the preoccupation with worldly concerns. As a sibling of the
philologists Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm, it is
understandable why this ancient fable caught the
attention of Ludwig Emil.
Born in 1790 in Steinau, Germany, as the second
youngest of the six Grimm children, Ludwig Emil
studied with the painter Karl Hess (1801-1874) at
the Munich Academy of Art. In part because of his
famous brothers’ connections, Ludwig Emil became
a chief chronicler of the first generation of German
Romantics, which included the Grimm, Savigny,
Brentano and von Armin families. He produced
intimate portraits of the dignified members of this
inner circle and was invited first to stay with the von
Arnim family in Heidelberg and later to stay with
the Savigny family in Landshut. His etchings were
often sent as affectionate greetings to friends and
relatives. Ludwig Emil also engraved landscapes,
historical and genre scenes, and taught at the
Academy of Art in Kassel.
This modest etching by Ludwig Emil reveals
the artist’s engagement with ancient tales in

addition to the collection of fables published
by his brothers in their book Kinder-und
Hausmärchen (1812), which Ludwig Emil illustrated. The present illustration, which is dated
1815 in the etching plate, was therefore likely
done while the artist was still at the Academy in
Munich. Though it is not known at present how
Ludwig Emil came into contact with the “Parable
of the Man and the Unicorn,” the story was in circulation by 1845 as the German writer and rival
to the Grimm brothers, Ludwig Bechstein (180160), published the story in his book Deutsches
Märchenbuch of that year. An excerpt from
Bechstein’s version explains the metaphysical and
moral implications of this fable, which Bechstein
titled The Pursuit of Life:
“The old poet of this tale gives an allegorical
interpretation in that he says: the hunter is man,
and the unicorn is death, which meets him
before he supposes and always follows him. The
steep rock wall is the earth, and the shrub is life,
to which man hangs by weak bonds. The white
mouse and the black mouse which gnaw at the
root of life are day and night, or restless time,
which consumes our lives. The dark sea is Hell,
and its dragon is the Devil, which wait lurking for
when men fall and plunge into their jaws. But the
honey tree is love, that which sweetens life,
which men strive for and hope to reach between
misery and death, between torment and pain,
regarding no danger, and in the achieving of…
his earthly bliss. Yet man must take care every
day, since the mice are consuming his root of life,
that he does not fall in the sea of destruction.”
References:
Kohner, Lynn. Beyond Grimm: A Bechstein Sampler
(New York: Cune Press, 1996).
Ludwig Emil Grimm: A Romantic Printmaker (New
York: Shepherd Gallery, 1987).
Peters, Walter Herman. “The Hecastus of Macropedius,” PhD diss., University of Minnesota, 1951.
EF
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ENGLISH or FRENCH SCHOOL
circa 1820 - 1840

THE CLIFFS AT FÉCAMP, circa 1820-1840
Oil on canvas laid to panel. 2 1/2” x 7” (6.3 x 17.7 cm).
On verso label, printed: 110 THE CLIFFS AT FÉCAMP.
Back of frame stamped twice: 8425.

Formerly: Gooden & Fox, London (acquired by
Robert Isaacson in 1961).
Note: This miniature panoramic view of the cliffs of
the seaside town of Fécamp in Normandy shares
many characteristics with Romantic and protoimpressionist landscapes of artists in both the
British and French schools in the early nineteenth
century. While the saturation in hue and expansive
perspective in this work suggest the influence of the
British painter John Martin (1789-1854), for example, the diffuse light and misty atmosphere conjure
the work of Joseph Mallord William Turner (17751851). Once owned by the storied London dealers
Gooden & Fox, this painting also represents the
type of oil studies that circulated in England and
France as artists increasingly travelled to remote
resort locations in pursuit of picturesque landscapes. The scattered wood and vessel fragments
certainly express the romantic decline of this historic town, which according to the artist John Sell
Cotman already “impress[ed] the beholder with a
strong feeling of depopulation and ruin” by 1822.
With a large port used for cod fishing, Fécamp
is renowned for its dramatic coastal views of the
English Channel. The town was also once the seat
of the Dukes of Normandy and thus boasts a
twelfth century Romanesque abbey known for producing illustrated manuscripts. Fécamp’s steep,
white cliffs, which are similar to the famous Dover
cliffs in Southern England, have inspired generations of landscape painters who have sought to
capture the city’s extraordinary vistas. The French
painter Eugène Delacroix (1798-1863), for

instance, completed a sketchy watercolor study of
the area’s rocky shore and sweeping clouds called
Cliffs at Fécamp (circa 1835/39, private collection).
Other artists who painted scenes of Fécamp
include Eugène Isabey (1804-1886), Charles Louis
Mozin (1806-1862), and Louis-Adolphe Hervier
(1818-79). Claude Monet also studied the views at
Fécamp in the late nineteenth century.
Fécamp’s popularity grew after the publication
of a series of aquatints, called Excursion sur les
côtes et dans les ports de Normandie (1823-1825),
based on watercolors by the British artist Richard
Parkes Bonington (1801-1828). Bonington also created a painting of this area entitled Fécamp. In a
sale of Christie’s, Manson and Woods (June 1908),
it was described as “a view on the beach with fisher-women and stranded boats.” Curiously, the firm
Gooden & Fox bought almost two-dozen works at
this sale, including landscapes by John Constable
(1776-1837), Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot (17961875), Charles-François Daubigny (1817-1878),
and Bonington, among others. This landscape
would certainly have been in keeping with the
firm’s taste and their interest in romantic landscapes of the English and French schools.
References:
Cotman, John Sell. Architectural Antiquities of
Normandy; Accompanied by Historical and
Descriptive Notices by Dawson Turner, Esq., F.R.
and A.S. vol. 1 (Cornhill: John and Arthur Arch;
Yarmouth: J. S. Cotman, 1822).
The Highly Important Collection of Modern
Pictures and Water Colour Drawings of the Late
Stephen G. Holland, Esq. (London: Messrs.
Christie Manson & Woods, 1908).
EF
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CALLCOTT, Sir Augustus Wall
1779 - 1844
English School

BLIND MAN LED BY A DOG
Oil on board. 7 3/8” x 4 3/4” (18.7 x 12 cm). Attached to
the back a letter in ink with the following text:
Extract from Instructions left by Sir Augustus W. Callcott:
“I wish also Mr. Brown should be solicited to accept
from among the sketches for my various pictures I
had contemplated finishing, the specimen with his
name at the back, by which he may be reminded of
the deep sense I entertain of the unremitting attention Lady Callcott and since her death I have
received from him.”
The executors could not find any sketch with my
name at the back, but sent me this Blind Man which
I highly value both as a specimen of the talent and as
the bequest of a very dear friend. Robert Brown.

Ex-collection: Robert Brown
Note: As described in the above note left by the
artist, Sir Augustus Wall Callcott originally conceived this small painting as a preliminary study for a
larger oil painting that he ultimately did not complete. The note is clearly dated after 1842 due to the
mention of the artist’s late wife Lady Callcott, née
Maria Graham (1785-1842). The painting itself
remains undated. As Herbert Minton Cundall writes
in English Painters of the Georgian Era, most of
Callcott’s portraits date from his early career before
he began focusing on landscape painting. Cundall
writes that in spite of his success after the 1802 exhibition of a portrait of the father of the naturalist
Samuel Frederick Gray (1766-1828), Callcott “suddenly gave up painting portraits and turned his
attention to landscape” and that the abrupt change
likely stemmed from the “enthusiasm then awakened for the works of Turner” that year (p. 74).
Little is known of Callcott’s biography despite
his moderate success and friendship with J. M. W.
Turner (1775–1851). Cundall laments Callcott’s
relative obscurity, writing that the artist was “born
in the midst of the aesthetic influences of our
favored age” and that he “left behind him many
works of considerable excellence” (p. 73). Born in
Kensington, London in 1779, Callcott entered the
Royal Academy Schools in 1797 after serving as a
chorister at Westminster Abbey in London; his
brother, Dr. John Wall Callcott (1766-1821), was a
noted composer. Callcott studied at the Royal

Academy with the portrait painter John Hoppner
(1758-1810) and according to Cundall, the young
artist Callcott may have been inspired to become
an artist after viewing the work of Thomas
Stothard (1755-1834). One of Callcott’s early portraits of a Miss Roberts from 1799 garnered sufficient success to encourage the artist’s career as a
portraitist. Callcott married late at the age of 50 in
1827 and his wife was a noted traveller and historian of Italian art, which led to the couple’s extended
honeymoon through the European continent. The
artist was made a member of the Royal Academy in
1810 and was knighted by Queen Victoria in 1837.
Callcott’s portraits often featured pleasing
landscape backgrounds and were influenced by the
work of both fellow painters like Turner and the
masters of the Northern and Italian Renaissance.
According to Cundall, the critic Francis Turner
Palgrave (1824-1897) described the landscape portion of Callcott’s Dutch Peasants Returning from
Market in 1834 as an example of “how small an
amount of natural subject is necessary to produce
a pleasing whole if treated by the artist with fair
skill” (p. 75). Cundall also quotes from a review by
the British dealer William Seguier (1772-1843),
who wrote that the versatile Callcott was “fond of
passing tints of yellow and green over dry touches
of brown and red, which appear to increase the
power or force of certain parts” (p. 79). Callcott
also notably completed a portrait after his honeymoon called Benighted Traveller, which depicted a
bare-footed man carrying a child on his back in a
charming landscape. Other paintings by Callcott
include: The Pool of London (1816), The Entrance
to Pisa from Leghorn (1833, Tate) and the
renowned Raphael and La Fornarina (1837).
References:
Brown, David Balyney. Augustus Wall Callcott,
exh. cat. (London: Tate Gallery, 1981).
Cundall, Herbert Minton. English Painters of the
Georgian Era: Hogarth to Turner, Biographical
Notices of the Artists, Illustrated with Forty-Eight
Permanent Photographs after their Most Celebrated
Pictures (London: Sampson Low, Marston, Low
and Searle, 1876).
EF
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LE POITTEVIN, Eugène 1806 - 1870
French School

TWO FIGURES ON HORSEBACK
Brown watercolor on medium weight wove paper, no
watermark. 4 3/8” x 5 5/8” (11.1 x 14.3 cm). Inscribed on
verso in graphite: Poitevin (sic).

Note: Le Poittevin discovered E tretat on the
Norman coast together with his friend Eugène
Isabey. They were very young and were excited to
paint the steep cliffs and wild waves and did not
mind staying in the primitive quarters of the captain of the coast guard gunners. Some thirty years
later, Poittevin owned a house there and set up his
easel every summer. Numerous artists had come
later, attracted by the cheap quarters and exciting
seascapes, but Poittevin remained “the painter of
E tretat”. Guy de Monpassant remembered
Gustave Courbet, looking out of Poittevin’s studio
window, painting like a madman during a raging
storm. The result was Courbet’s famous series The
Wave, a huge success at the Salon of 1869, praised
by Emile Zola.
Poittevin’s paintings of beach life and boats at
sea are less wild than Courbet’s Waves. He be-

longed to the generation of 1830 who tended to
embrace realism with some romantic nostalgia.
Like Isabey or Jules Noël he followed a mild version of historicism, occasionally clothing his figures in musketeer’s hats. The figures in the present
sketch might show a touch of these vintage costumes.
Poittevin was a gentle, slim and amiable person
whom one would little suspect to have had a darker side. He created diableries, i.e. satanic, licentious caricatures which were shown in projections
of the laterna magica, a popular entertainment of
his time.
References:
Guy de Maupassant in Gil Blas, Sep. 28, 1886.
Marie-Hélène Desjardins, Des peintres au pays des
falaises 1830-1940, Edition des Falaises, 2004.
Musé e de Fé camp, Catalogue des peintures,
edition point de vues, 2010.
EK
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GRANDVILLE, J. J. (pseudonym for
Gérard, Jean Ignace Isidore) 1803 - 1847
French School

THE OATH, circa 1820-1830
(Le Serment)
Watercolor over graphite and ink with some varnish on medium weight board, glued along the edges to laid paper with
the watermark [MON]TGOLFIER FRANCE. 7 3/8” x
11 9/16”’ (18.7 x 29.5 cm). Back of frame stamped twice: 8425.

Note: The French caricaturist and lithographer
Jean Ignace Isidore Gérard worked under the pseudonym J. J. Grandville in Paris. Born to a theatrical
family in Northern France, Grandville is best
known for his ‘human comedies’ of anthropomorphized animals. The artist’s grandparents, who had
been actors in the court of Lorraine, first used
‘Grandville’ as a stage name. After studying with
his father, Grandville left for Paris and began contributing to the journaux amusants (satirical newspapers) during the reign of Louis-Philippe. After
seizing control in 1830 from Charles X, the
increasingly conservative Louis-Philippe restricted
the free press after an attempt on his life in 1835.
During this period Grandville published scathingly
critical cartoons in the liberal magazine La
Caricature, which attacked Louis-Philippe for
abandoning the ideals of the 1830 Revolution.
Grandville’s first commercial success came with
the 1829 publication Metamorphoses of the Day,
which satirically depicted human figures with animal heads while performing various functions. It
has been noted that Grandville may have used the
drawings of the naturalist Georges-Louis Leclerc,
Comte de Buffon (1707-1788) as models for his
animal figures.
In the present watercolor The Oath, Grandville
mocks the grandstanding of his political contemporaries. At the center is a tiny but dapper fox standing
atop a pedestal while several other animals, including
a ram and heavy-set elephant, surround him and
swear their allegiance. As described by Stanley
Appelbaum, Grandville used animals “emblematically
to represent the personality traits (greed, cowardice,
etc.) traditionally associated with them in fables, bestiaries, folk sayings and other popular lore” (p. viii). It
is easy to imagine, therefore, that the central figure
might be associated with the ‘sly’ characteristics of
the fox while the plump elephant and stout ram
might represent gluttony and pomposity respectively.

While The Oath has yet to be associated with
any of Grandville’s longer publications of illustrations, the style and content of the drawing suggest
it was completed in the late 1820s or very early
1830s when the artist was still involved with La
Caricature. Both Metamorphoses of the Day (18281829) and The Private and Public Lives of the
Animals (1840-1842), however, contain images of
an overweight, bourgeois figure with the head of an
elephant. Yet as Appelbaum observes, political cartoons were no longer a viable source of income
after Grandville’s marriage in 1833 and the artist
began to focus on his growing number of book
commissions. It is worth noting that while the elephant depicted in Metamorphoses of the Day is part
of a group strolling along “La Promenade,” in The
Private and Public Lives of the Animals he is featured in a section called “Encore une révolution.”
Moreover, The Oath displays certain stylistic
qualities associated with Grandville’s early work.
His “finicky draftsmanship and crowded compositions” are often interpreted as influenced by his
father, who painted miniatures. Grandville’s more
fantastical drawings like those of Another World
have been called the works of a bitter and pessimistic soul. His later work, however, demonstrates a more sophisticated understanding of
space that culminates in his dynamic, swirling
flower-women in The Flowers Personified of 1847.
Thus drawings like Le Serment not only underscore
the artist’s political beginnings but also indicate
how his style matured throughout his brief career.
References:
Appelbaum, Stanley. Bizarreries and Fantasies of
Grandville: 266 Illustrations from UN AUTRE
MONDE and LES ANIMAUX (New York: Dover,
1974).
Maurice, Arthur Bartlett and Frederic Taber
Cooper. The History of the Nineteenth Century in
Caricature (London: Grant Richards, 1904).
Wick, Peter A. The Court of Flora: Engraved Illustrations
of J. J. Grandville (New York: Braziller, 1981).
EF
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GRANDVILLE, J. J. (pseudonym for
Gérard, Jean-Ignace-Isidore) 1803 - 1847
French School

WOMAN WITH BRANCHES, SURROUNDED
BY ALLEGORIES OF THE SEASONS
Brown ink on thin wove paper, no watermark, loosely laid
to medium weight wove paper. 9 3/16” x 7 3/8” (23.3 x
18.7 cm). Inscribed in graphite at lower right of center: JJ
Grandville.

Note: This graceful drawing demonstrates
Grandville’s life-long appreciation for both nursery
rhymes and the romanticized female figure. The
image is probably related to the English-language
fables of Little Bo Peep or Mary had a Little Lamb,
both of which use a young girl’s relationship to her
sheep as a metaphor for responsibility. Like many
of Grandville’s drawings, this work was likely prepared for transfer to a steel engraving for publication. In the year 1827 alone, Grandville produced a
series of publications dealing with aspects of
French vernacular life including: The Amusements
of Childhood, The Pleasures of Youth, The Pleasures
of Maturity and The Pastimes of Old Age. The artist
also produced cartoons and drawings for the periodicals La Caricature, L’Artiste and Le Charivari.
After the censorship of the press instituted by
Louis-Philippe, Grandville shifted his efforts and
began illustrating the fables of figures like Jean de
La Fontaine (1621-1695) and Jean-Pierre Claris de
Florian (1755-1794), collections of which were
published in 1855 and 1842 respectively.
Grandville’s drawings of various rare flowers
depicted as feminine French maidens were
posthumously published in 1847 under the title

The Court of Flora with an introduction by
Alphonse Karr (1808-1890) and text by Taxile
Delord (1815-1877). Described by Peter Wick as
Grandville’s “most graceful fantasy,” these fiftytwo plates feature “court beauties in floral haute
couture” in a “fashionable tableaux redolent of the
sentimental spirit of French Romanticism” (p. 1).
Wick also writes that the depiction of these flower
girls calls to mind the French Romantic ballet with
its “highly conventionalized poses, fanciful costumes, and magical settings” (p. 1). Given the
attention paid to the fairy-tale setting and swirling
dress of his damsel in this image, it is not unlikely
that Grandville drew the present scene around the
time he began working on the series of flower illustrations for The Court of Flora in the years leading
up to his death. Other illustrations by Grandville
that prominently feature sheep include: “The
Foolish Sheep That Goes to Confession with the
Wolf” (from The Private and Public Life of the
Animals, 1842), “The Wolves and the Sheep” and
“The Shepherd and his Flock” (fables 13 and 19
respectively from the Fables of Fontaine, 1855).
Reference:
Wick, Peter A. The Court of Flora: the Engraved
Illustrations of J.J. Grandville (New York: G.
Braziller, 1981).
EF

10 GRANDVILLE, J. J. (pseudonym for
GÉRARD, Jean-Ignace-Isidore) 1803 - 1847
French School
THE TURTLE DOVE BECOMES A SOLITARY
DREAMER
Ink on lightweight wove paper, no watermark. 6 1/8” x
5 1/8” (15.6 x 13 cm).

Note: This drawing of a solitary caped figure by J. J.
Grandville was published as part of a collection of
satirical vignettes entitled The Private and Public
Lives of the Animals between 1840 and 1841.
Grandville supplied the illustrations alongside stories and poems by authors including Honoré de
Balzac, Charles Nodier, and Pierre-Jules Hetzel,
who went by the pseudonym P. J. Stahl. The popular two-volume publication circulated widely and it
is estimated that it was in its fifth edition by 1845.
The present drawing illustrated a section of The
Lives of the Animals entitled “Septième ciel”
(Seventh Heaven) by P. J. Stahl. As noted by
Stanley Appelbaum, The Lives of the Animals was
the first project conceived to showcase
Grandville’s work. Stahl worked with various
authors to provide short stories that Grandville
then illustrated. As The Lives of the Animals was
issued in installments between 1841 and 1842, the
original ‘version’ exists as a series of volumes collected over time. While subsequent printings
incorporated new caricatures, the above drawing
was included in the original. The Lives of the
Animals was so successful that unlicensed statuettes of the characters were produced.

In the story of “Seventh Heaven,” a German turtledove endures a series of hardships: after being
orphaned at young age, he leaves his sweetheart to
journey abroad, and upon his return finds her married with children. The caption for the drawing
states, “The Turtledove becomes a solitary dreamer.”
Destitute and alone, the turtledove spends the rest of
his life writing poetry and dies in an asylum. The
story has understandably incited much psychoanalytic interpretation, as Grandville died in a clinic in
Paris at the young age of forty-four after having
watched his first wife and two of his children pass
away prior to 1842. Certainly the melancholy turtledove would have resonated with Grandville, whose
work has been labeled as eccentric and fatalistic in
part because of his surreal publication Another World
from 1844.
References:
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11 FRENCH SCHOOL circa 1822
DEMIDOFF’S DWARF
Graphite on medium weight laid paper, loosely mounted
to another sheet of laid paper with watermark: JN / RJ with
a cross and a heart. 7 1/2” x 5” (19 x 12.7 cm). Inscribed
below drawing on backing: Nain de Mr Demidoff à Florence (dwarf of Mr. Demidoff in Florence).

Note: Nicolas Demidoff (1773-1828) took up residence in Rome after his wife’s death in 1818. He
was compelled to leave the city after less than three
years because of a complaint to the Papal Court
about the way his actors entertained guests in the
Palazzo Ruspoli. He eventually settled in Florence
in 1822, where he founded many charitable institutions and hospitals and built his palatial villa of San
Donato in Polverosa, just north of the city. The present drawing Dwarf of Mr. Demidoff in Florence,
seems to have been executed circa 1822.
As the drawing is inscribed Mr Demidoff, it is
possible that it was executed prior to his ennoblement to Count of San Donato in 1827. The dwarf
would have belonged to his entourage. Nicolas
filled the villa with a collection of period and contemporary paintings and sculptures and fine

antique and modern furniture, both Parisian and
local. Upon his death in 1828, his son Anatole
(1813- 1870) took up residence and continued to
expand the villa and the collection. His primary
sculptor was Lorenzo Bartolini (1777-1850), who
was commissioned to design an elaborate monument to Nicolas Demidoff in 1830.
In 1839, Bartolini was appointed Professor of
Sculpture at the Florence Academy. He was soon
involved in a scandal for using a hunchbacked
dwarf as a model. Eventually, he would use the
“Gobbo” (hunchback) as his emblem. Could the
dwarf have been the one in the present drawing?
It is tempting to see a connection of this drawing to Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres. Ingres and
Bartolini were close friends. Ingres visited Bartolini
in Florence in 1819 and stayed until 1824. As
Nicolas Demidoff was establishing his collections
for San Donato around 1822, it is likely that their
paths crossed, especially as Bartolini was a major
figure of the Florentine art world.
RK / DW

12 GÉRÔME, Jean-Léon 1824 - 1904
French School
PAESTUM, 1851
Black chalk and brown wash over slight graphite on buff
wove paper. No watermark. 18 5/16” x 23 9/16” (46.5 x
59.9 cm). Signed at lower left in black chalk: J. L.
GEROME.

Formerly: Shepherd Gallery, New York.
Note: Jean-Léon Gérôme completed this drawing
as part of the preparatory process for his oil painting Paestum from 1852, now lost. The painting
was described by the Goncourt brothers as
exhibiting a “delicious freshness”(Ackerman, pp.
22, 23). A surviving black and white photograph
confirms that the finished work retained the drawing’s composition with one exception: in the
painting, the oblique lines of the temple recede
towards the right rather than the left edge.
Comparison between the works also demonstrates
that while Gérôme maintained the orientation
and organization of the water buffaloes, he added
the small Temple of Poseidon to the left in the
painting. As noted by Gerald Ackerman in the catalogue raisonné, Gérôme submitted another work
called the View of Paestum to the Salon in 1849,
which is also lost and did not include buffaloes.
An oil study with the same composition as the
present drawing is now in a private collection in
New York.
Featured in each of these works is the east
façade of the Doric Temple of Hera in the ancient
Greek city of Paestum on the coast of Campania.
Paestum was a significant metropolis during the
Greek colonization in the 8 th and 7 th centuries
B.C.E. of the coastal areas of Southern Italy, now
referred to as Magna Graecia. Built around 550
B.C.E., the Temple of Hera is the oldest surviving
temple in Paestum and was dedicated to the religious worship of Zeus’s spouse Hera. Discovered
around 1745-50, Paestum was excavated in the
18th century and its ruins were praised by Johann
Wolfgang Goethe (1749-1832). As Gérôme was a
skilled draughtsman who viewed photographers as
rivals, it is clear that in this drawing he attempted
to faithfully depict Paestum for his audience.

Gérôme visited Paestum during his stay in Rome
from 1843 to 1844 with his teacher Paul Delaroche
(1797-1856). One of his many works featuring classical Greek and Roman subjects, this drawing of
Paestum is indicative of both Gérôme’s dedication
to ancient art and his precise working style. The trip
to Rome inspired Gérôme’s interest in foreign cultures that would span his entire career, as he would
later visit locales like Turkey and Egypt, always
returning with a large portfolio of sketches and
studies. Though he is stereotyped as an Orientalist,
Gérôme also painted mythological and historical
subjects and retained an interest in animals that
stemmed from his student days sketching at the
Jardin des Plantes in Paris. As noted by Ackerman,
the artist submitted Paestum to the Salon in 1852
to establish himself as a history painter and critics
have since referred to him as the ‘standard-bearer’
of the neo-Grecian style. Other important works of
classical subjects he submitted to the Salon include
Greek Interior (1850), The Age of Augustus (1850)
and Death of Caesar (1868).
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13 HOLLAND, James 1800 - 1870
English School
TEMPLE OF MARS ULTOR, ROME
Watercolor over some graphite. 17 5/8” x 13 1/8” (44.8 x
23.3 cm). On verso circular customs stamp from Australia:
H.M. Customs / Australia / Victoria Airport.

Note: The present watercolor features the Temple
of Mars Ultor from the Roman Fora. James
Holland epitomizes the kind of idealized tourist
views made by nineteenth century artists during
their travels to important cultural centers throughout Europe. The picturesque ruin of the Temple
of Mars Ultor, which was erected in 42 BCE to
commemorate Emperor Augustus’ victory at the
Battle of Philippi, was a popular subject for artists
visiting Rome. J. M. W. Turner drew a similar view
of the temple’s arch in a sketchbook from 1819
that is now in the Tate Gallery in London. Though
these drawings were often made in preparation for
larger oil paintings to be completed once the artist
had returned to the studio, in this case it appears
that Holland intended this watercolor to be a finished work. As evidenced in the Tate’s collection
of paintings and drawings by Holland, the artist
often drew several pencil drawings when preparing
larger canvases, seen in his series of sketches of
Rouen from 1850.
Born in Burslem in the midlands of England,
Holland first began painting while employed
alongside his mother at the pottery factory of John
Davenport (1793-1848) in Staffordshire, where

both mother and son painted decorative flowers on
porcelain. Holland then moved to London in 1819,
where he continued to paint flowers for some
time. In 1824, he began showing at the Royal
Academy and continued to exhibit regularly
throughout his career. He was also made an associate of the Society of Painters in Watercolours in
1835 and later a member of the British Institution
and the Society of British Artists. His style was
remarkably similar to that of his contemporary
Richard Parkes Bonington (1801-1828) and the
two have been mistaken for one another on more
than one occasion.
Holland is known for the landscapes he produced during his extensive travels in the countries
of Italy (especially Venice), Holland, Austria,
Switzerland, Portugal and Egypt. The Temple of
Vesta, Rome (1849, Yale Center for British Art) is
characteristic of his Italian watercolors and was
later executed as an oil version by the artist.
References:
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Tonkin, M. “The Life of James Holland of the Old
Society, 1799–1870,” Old Watercolor Society Club
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14 ANCELET, Gabriel-Auguste 1829 - 1895
French School
GRAIN MILL AT POMPEII, 1853
Watercolor over graphite on off-white wove watercolor
paper, no watermark, laid to white laid Japanese paper.
8 1/2” x 10 7/8” (21 x 27.6 cm). Dated and signed at lower
left: 1853 / A. Ancelet. Inscribed on Japan paper at lower
right: 212.

Formerly: Stephen Ongpin Fine Art.
Note: The present watercolor of an ancient grain
mill by Gabriel-Auguste Ancelet was one of many
watercolors the artist completed during his stay at
the Villa Medici in Rome, Italy, as a scholar in residence from 1852 to 1855. Baking was a common
activity in ancient Pompeii and Ancelet’s work
demonstrates the pervasive interest by mid-nineteenth century artists in re-imagining vernacular life
in this ill-fated city. One can still see the remnants
of Pompeii’s many bakeries, where attendants
poured whole grains into the top of these stone mills
and then rotated them to produce fine flour. Other
subjects Ancelet captured during his stay include the
door of Macellum, Pompeii’s covered market, and
reconstructions of the famous Appian Way that connected ancient Rome to Southern Italy.
Born in Paris, Ancelet studied in the studio of
the architect Victor Baltard (1805-74) in 1845
before attending the École des Beaux-Arts from
1846 to 1851. From 1840 until 1852, Baltard
trained an average of ten to fifteen students per
year. While many of his students went on to have
productive municipal careers, Ancelet was by far
the most successful. After winning the Prix de
Rome in 1851 for his plan of a hospice in the
French alps, Ancelet was awarded a gold medal at
the Exposition Universelle in 1867 for his drawings
of the restoration of the Appian Way. After he was
named architect of Château de Pau in 1858 and
Compiègne in 1865, he inherited Antoine

Vaudoyer’s project to convert the medieval
monastery of St.-Martin-des-Champs into the
Conservatoire des Arts et Métiers in 1872. In 1873,
Ancelet was appointed professor of ornamental
design at the École and became a member of the
Institute in 1892.
In addition to exhibiting his era’s pervasive,
romantic attitudes towards Pompeii, which was a
popular tourist attraction and a frequent subject
for literature and theater, this watercolor also suggests the growing interdependence between the
arts and architecture in France. As narrated by
Christopher Curtis Mead, the ongoing debate
over the importance of academic training led to a
reorganization of the École des Beaux-Arts in
1863 when Napoleon III granted the institution
its independence. This was followed in 1868 by
the separation of the architectural department
from the École. Many of Ancelet’s architectural
studies retain an autonomy that designates them
as works of art in themselves, demonstrating the
beneficial relationship between the two disciplines.
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15 HAMON, Jean Louis 1821-1874
French School
SELLER OF ANTIQUITIES IN POMPEII, 1865
Oil on canvas. 10 1/2” x 13 1/8” (26.7 x 34.3 cm). Signed,
inscribed and dated at lower left: J. L. HAMON 1865 POMPEI.

Exhibitions: In Support of Liberty, Parrish Art
Museum and National Academy of Design, 1986.
Note: This provincial scene of a vendor displaying
her wares at the ancient site of Pompeii is an
example of the artist’s ability to unite classical
subjects with genre scenes of everyday life. While
the central female figure wears contemporary
Italian dress, for example, the antiquities she
offers for sale and the sprawling ruins behind her
demonstrate the importance of the classical setting for Hamon. By the date of this painting, the
town had become a prominent archaeological site,
often visited by artists, intellectuals and wealthy
tourists. The smoke emanating from the rumbling
volcano in the background points to Pompeii’s
tragic history.
Many of Hamon’s most well known classicizing
paintings feature young, attractive female attendants, including the large work Human Comedy
from 1852 at the Musée d’Orsay. It was shown at
the Salon in Paris in 1852 and later at the
Exposition Universelle in 1855. The curators of
the 1986 exhibition In Support of Liberty at the
Parrish Art Museum wrote that Hamon’s “unsentimental but occasionally coy subjects were painted in a manner that was compared to Pompeiian
frescoes and had the appearance of being ‘seen
through a veil of gauze.’” (p. 154). The soft and
subtle tones Hamon utilizes contrast with the
work of his Dutch contemporary, Lawrence AlmaTadema (1836-1912), who also painted Greek and
Roman genre scenes.
Born in Brittany in France in 1821, Hamon was
expected to become a priest before he obtained a
stipend from his native town to attend the École
des Beaux-Arts in Paris around the year 1840.

Encouraged in his career by Jean-AugusteDominique Ingres, Hamon studied with Charles
Gleyre and Paul Delaroche at the École and his
work was first shown at the Paris Salon in 1847.
Hamon received awards at the Salon in 1852 and
1855 and received the title of Chevalier of the
Legion of Honor in 1855. Pompeii was an important subject for the artist and his only contribution
to the Salon in 1866 was the popular painting Les
Muses à Pompéi, which was re-exhibited at the
Exposition Universelle in 1867 and won a gold
medal. In 1862, the artist left Paris for Rome and
he settled in Capri in 1865.
Hamon supported his painting career by working as a draughtsman for the Sèvres porcelain
manufactory between 1848 and 1853. His experience with porcelain likely influenced his work, as
pottery figures into other paintings. The Seller of
Antiquities in Pompeii is shown offering Greek terracotta votive figures in addition to a Roman oil
lamp, a bronze vessel, and assorted coins, which
she probably found in the ruins. The painting The
Four-Cent Counter, shows two Roman girls admiring terracotta Tanagra figurines while the Etruscan
Merchant depicts a group of shoppers browsing
vases for sale. Both paintings were recorded by
Edward Strahan (pseudonym of the art critic Earl
Shinn, 1838-1886) in the book Art Treasures of
America from 1879.
References:
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16 AFTER HUNT, William Holman
1827–1910
English School
THE SCAPEGOAT
Mixed-method engraving by Charles Mottram (18071876). 24 1/2” x 36 1/2” (62.2 x 92.7 cm) on wove paper.
At lower left outside image embossed seal: Print Sellers
Association EOJ.

Exhibition: Pre-Raphael and Academic Drawings,
Watercolors, Graphics, Paintings and Sculpture,
April-June 1983, Shepherd Gallery, New York, cat.
no. 50.
Note: The engraver Charles Mottram made this
print after the Pre-Raphaelite artist William
Holman Hunt’s brilliantly colored canvas The
Scapegoat (1854-56), now in the National
Museums Liverpool. Hunt created a sensation at
the Royal Academy in 1856 when he exhibited The
Scapegoat, which was painted on the shores of the
Dead Sea framed by the Edom Mountains during
a sojourn through Syria and Palestine in January of
1854. Often interpreted as conflating the Old
Testament scapegoat with the Savior of the New
Testament in the form of Jesus Christ, this controversial composition was an ideal subject for
engraving, which allowed for widespread circulation at minimal cost. According to Robert de La
Sizeranne, the painting attracted crowds when it
was shown in provincial towns outside London.
A noted contributor to the Pre-Raphaelite
movement, Hunt’s style was based on the romantic
and decorative revision of classical and medieval
motifs to create a new language of art that was
aligned with the rise of Symbolism. The painting’s
central animal represents the goat that was ejected
from the temple during the Day of Atonement as
an offering, bearing the sins of the community
(Leviticus XVI). According to Albert Boime, for
Hunt the sacrifice of this ancient goat also “prognosticated the fading of Judaism and the beginning
of a New Dispensation” (p. 95). The work was so
unusual that the fellow Pre-Raphaelite artist Ford

Madox Brown wrote in 1896 that “Hunt’s
Scapegoat requires to be seen to be believed” since
“only then can it be understood how, by the might
of genius, out of an old goat, and some saline
incrustations, can be made one of the most tragic
and impressive works in the annals of art” (p. 125).
Published in 1861 by Henry Graves, Mottram’s
engraving of Hunt’s The Scapegoat has certainly
contributed to the iconic painting’s legacy. As
described in the book The Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood, entrepreneurs like Graves “competed
for the right to issue prints that reproduced the
work of the most famous artists of the day, and
these prints sold in their thousands” (p. 15).
Graves was also known for publishing engravings
after esteemed British artists such as J. M. W.
Turner, John Constable, and Thomas Gainsborough, among others. As both Graves and
Mottram reportedly worked extensively on the
oeuvre of the artist Sir Edwin Landseer (18021873), it is likely that the two collaborated frequently. Mottram exhibited at the Royal Academy
from 1861 to 1878 and received a bronze medal at
the Exposition Universelle in 1889.
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17 HUNT, William Holman 1827 - 1910
English School
THE DAY IN THE COUNTRY
Chine appliqué etching. 6 7/8” x 9 3/4” (17.5 x 24.4 cm).
Monogram in the plate: WHH.

Exhibition: English Romantic Art 1850-1920,
Shepherd Gallery, New York, Autumn 1989, cat.
no. 63, ill.
Note: This etching by the Pre-Raphaelite artist
William Holman Hunt was published in 1865 as
part of collection of prints made for the Etching
Club on the theme of “a day in the country, Spring.”
While Hunt only made five (possibly six) etchings
during his career, he was known for his technical precision and formal innovation. Hunt, who etched his
own copper plates, also believed in the egalitarian
and opportunistic aspects of print reproduction and
wrote to a patron in 1857 of his “secret intention” to
use etching to bolster his reputation. The artist was
indeed successful with this endeavor and the present
print garnered praise in the art journal The
Athenaeum, where it was described as “one of the
finest etchings we have ever seen” with a landscape
that attains “all the richness, variety and force of a
fine study from nature” (p. 24).
In this narrative scene, a couple is shown greeting
an elderly lady on a dirt road in front of her country
home with their coach and luggage set aside to the
left. According to notes made by the artist’s wife,
Edith Holman Hunt, on the back of a proof for this
print now in the Pollitt Collection, the scene also
represents an introduction by the young daughter of
her lover to her aging mother. Many authors have
since commented on the intricate composition and
layered detail in this print; Katharine Lochnan and
Carol Jacobi write that the work’s “carefully
observed detail along with the rich textures and
tones attest to Hunt’s proficiency with the etching
needle, and to a stylistic change from the linear to
the painterly” (p. 179). Rodney Engen stresses the
richness of this work, noting the cat crouching at its
mistress’s feet and the young man’s anxious expression as he greets his girlfriend’s mother.
Given Hunt’s illustrious background, it is
unsurprising that he was as skilled with etching as

he was with painting. Born in London and educated at the Royal Academy Schools, Hunt was a
founding member of the Pre-Raphaelites. He had
first experienced the graphic arts at an early age
through the influence of his father, who had an
extensive collection of prints and books. His
father’s friend, the artist John Varley, also reportedly gave Hunt several lithographs of fishermen
and other rustic figures to copy. Hunt also made a
living as a young artist by copying works held in
the print room at the British Museum.
Like many artists of his generation, Hunt
understood the possibilities offered by the nascent
print industry. As Engen writes, Victorian Britain
was captivated in the 1850s by printed media,
which could be reproduced in the thousands due
to the rise of the steam press and mechanization.
The London Etching Club, founded in 1838, was
another manifestation of the popularity of illustration and was designed to disseminate the best
etchings of the period independently of the official
art institutions. Both the club and the medium,
therefore, were particularly suited to the PreRaphaelites, who desired to return to an authentic
portrayal of nature similar to those Italian primitive artists that predated Raphael. After A Day in
the Country, Hunt took fourteen years to produce
his next etching, The Father’s Leave-Taking, which
was published in 1879.
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18 HUNT, William Holman 1827–1910
English School
STUDY FOR “ONE TOUCH OF NATURE”
Pen and sepia ink with pencil. 6” x 4 1/4” (15.2 x 10.8 cm).

Exhibition: Three Centuries of British Art, Shepherd
& Derom Galleries, New York, September 30th –
October 22nd, 2011, cat. no. 16, ill.
Note: In the title of this work, William Holman
Hunt quotes from Ulysses’ famous speech in the
third act of Shakespeare’s play Troilus and Cressida
where Ulysses proclaims, “One touch of nature
makes the whole world kin” (III. iii. 175-80.). This
sketch, which fashions Hunt’s wife Edith and
daughter Gladys in the classic form of the
Madonna and child in a tondo, has been interpreted as a private meditation on family life (Edith was
a sister of Hunt’s deceased first wife, Fanny). Hunt
completed several other works incorporating his
family, including another drawing in silverpoint
and pencil that is also entitled “One Touch of
Nature” (Bonham’s, March 1, 2011) and the etching The Father’s Leave-Taking in 1879. The
Madonna and child motif may have stemmed from
similar reliefs by Italian artists like Luca Signorelli
(1445-1523) and Andrea della Robbia (1435-1525),
who were represented in Hunt’s collection.
Literary themes were crucial to the art practice
of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, which notably
produced a serial publication in 1849 called The
Germ: Thoughts Towards Nature in Poetry,
Literature and Art. Hunt described Shakespeare’s
immense impact on his work in 1905 in the autobiographical publication Pre-Raphaelitism and the
Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, where he described his
first encounter with Shakespeare’s work: “In my
boyhood, when first opening the volume of
Shakespeare with misgiving of my ability to understand the reasonings of the master, I was astonished at the condescension of his mind, and it gave
me infinite encouragement to find that many of

his fancies had passed through my own idle brain,
and had so moved me… as a dramatic teacher he
did not despise the groundlings; indeed I concluded… he catered for the unlearned not less than for
the profoundest philosopher” (p. 148).
Shakespeare certainly provided an intellectual
model for Hunt and the artist completed several
works based on Shakespearian narratives, including
the painting Claudio and Isabella from 1850,
which takes its subject from the play Measure for
Measure and is now at the Tate Gallery. As the
Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood rejected the mechanization of modern art in favor of a more authentic or primitive approach, contemporary literature
provided an important model and many of the
artists were influenced by British writers such as
John Keats (1795-1821) and William Makepeace
Thackeray (1811-1863). Hunt was prolific in this
sense; after illustrating a passage from Keats’s
poem The Eve of St. Agnes in 1848, for example,
the artist exhibited a painting at the Royal
Academy in 1849 based on the 1835 novel Rienzi,
the Last of the Roman Tribunes by Bulwer Lytton
(1803-1873).
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19 WATTS, George Frederick 1817 - 1904
English School
STUDY FOR THE PAINTING “TIME, DEATH
AND JUDGEMENT”
Ink on medium weight blue laid paper. Watermark:
Woman, seated with shield, bearing cross, in oval with
crown on top. 15 5/8” x 7 7/8” (32 x 20 cm).

Note: This ink drawing by George Frederick Watts
was made in preparation for the artist’s well-known
composition Time, Death and Judgment, which he
developed into several paintings and smaller studies
over his lifetime. A great admirer of Michelangelo,
Watts contributed considerably to the English
School’s absorption of Renaissance Classicism during
the Victorian era. Watts had left the Royal Academy
Schools in 1835 to work with the sculptor William
Behnes (1795-1864), who was heavily influenced by
classical Greek sculpture. The preparatory process for
Time, Death and Judgment, combined with Watts’
use of the blue paper favored by artists of the cinquecento, demonstrate his deep commitment to reviving
Renaissance methods and techniques in England.
The lilting woman in this sketch draped in cloth
would ultimately become the figure of Death in
Watts’ finished oil paintings. Watts completed three
large-scale versions of the composition Time, Death
and Judgment: the first was begun circa 1870 and is
now at the National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa,
along with three drawings in the same technique as
the present sheet; the second was given by the artist
to St. Paul’s Cathedral in 1897 and is now in the
Watts Gallery in Surrey, England; and the third was
worked on from 1889 to 1900 before Watts
bequeathed it to the Tate Gallery. While Watts
varies his color tones and the softness of his lines as
the canvases progress, each version retains the original grouping where Time is shown abutting the feminine figure of Death on the right while Judgment
looks on from above. This subject was also personally
significant for the artist and he took his time developing the composition. The character of Judgment
was added much later and only appears partially
developed in a smaller oil version of this work from
1866, now at the Chicago Art Institute.
Watts’s friend and biographer, Mrs. Russell
Barrington (d. 1933), provides enlightening detail
about the “three powerful agencies” of this composition (p.127). After noting that Watts began this subject years ago and that it reveals his “inner sight,”

Barrington writes: “Time is painted as one possessed
of unalterable youth, nude to the waist, holding forward a scythe in his right hand. Death is represented
by the figure of a woman, amply draped. They are
wading hand in hand together through the waves of
the stream of life. The eyes of Time are stony, with an
unchangeable, never-failing youth; not cruel, only
heedless of what may happen… Death, his inevitable
mate, glides silently by his side, doing her work at
unexpected, uncalculated moments. Her lap is full of
gathered flowers, buds, blossoms, faded leaves, all
together, fulfilling, as she goes, her mysterious mission… with the unswerving certainty of fate, irrespective of all human calculations or desires” (pp. 127-28).
Despite the eschatological implications of Time,
Death and Judgment, this popular theme also carried
a comforting message, with one reviewer describing
the figure of Death in 1904 as “a woman coming
with flowers in her arms… not to rob, but to give rest
and peace, the pitying woman coming who will heal
all wounds” (p. 58). As Barrington notes towards the
end of her text, this successful composition was also
used in 1885 as the basis for several mosaics for the
Church of St. Jude’s, Whitechapel, where they were
meant to give comfort to the homeless and suffering
Christians taking refuge in the Cathedral. Many of
Watts’ most significant works (which he often revisited) pertain the themes of life and death, including
Time and Death (circa 1868), Love and Death (1875),
Court of Death (1881) and Love and Life (1893).
Watts was granted membership to the Royal
Academy in 1867 and awarded the cross of the
Légion d’Honneur at the Exposition Universelle in
1878.
References:
Barrous Dullou, Maude. “George Frederick
Watts,” The Perry Magazine vol. 7 (1904): 51-62.
Russell Barrington, Mrs. G.F. Watts: Reminiscences
(London: G. Allen, 1905).
Virag, Rebecca. “Time, Death and Judgement
(1900, Tate London),” www.tate.org, July 2001.
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20 LEIGHTON, Frederic 1830 - 1896
English School
GROUP OF FIVE FIGURE STUDIES
Black and white chalk on tan wove paper, no watermark.
9 1/2” x 12 3/4” (24.1 x 32.4 cm). Monogram at lower left:
LLC (Lugt Suppl. 1741a). On verso of old backing inscribed:
D113 / Lord Frederic Leighton / Five Figure Studies; also
inscribed: The Dance; Studies for Leighton House.

Note: Frederic Leighton and James Steward
Hodgson (1827-circa 1901) met at the short-lived
Hogarth Club (1853-1861), which served mostly as
a venue for exhibitions. Steward Hodgson was a
banker and became Leighton’s most important
patron and personal friend. He was prosperous,
maintaining two houses, one in the country, and
one in town at no. 1, South Audley Street. It was
for this house that Frederic Leighton painted the
frieze The Dance for the music room. The present
drawing is a group of studies for this painting.
Steward Hodgson commissioned not only
Leighton’s largest canvas, Daphnephoria (1875),
but also the double portrait of his daughters, The

Misses Steward Hodgson (circa 1880). Leighton did
not consider himself a “society painter”, but made
an exception for his friend.
In 1866 Frederic Leighton built, together with
his friend George Aitchinson, his own house with a
large Arab Hall and the Great Studio. After the
artist’s death the house became a museum. It was
restored and reopened in 2010 as Leighton House
Museum. The museum owns sixteen drawings
done in preparation for The Dance. Many depict
similar seated figures. The present sheet is exceptional in its deliberate, harmonious arrangement of
the studies.
Reference:
Closer to Home. The Restoration of Leighton House
and Catalogue of Reopening Display, Leighton
House Museum, London, 2010.
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21 POYNTER, Edward John 1836 - 1919
English School
STUDY FOR THE PSYCHE SALVER,
circa 1876
Red, white and black chalk on grayish wove paper, no watermark. 7 5/8” x 5 5/8” (19.4 x 14.3 cm), irregular edges.
Monogram at lower left: EJP; titled at lower right: Psyche.

Note: Edward Poynter was a busy man. From 1897
on he was president of the Royal Academy, he was
Director of the National Museum, Director and
Principal of the National Art Training School in
South Kensington, he published his Ten Lectures
on Art (1879), decorated large spaces with mosaics
and frescoes, and he painted huge canvases of classical subjects for the Academy exhibitions. He
never came round to realize a little decorative project for which the present drawing was a study.
Cosmo Monkhouse, in his book on British
Contemporary Artists, wrote about Poynter’s project to create “a salver and two beakers, decorated
with figures illustrative of the story of Cupid and
Psyche. It is one of the proofs of his very busy life
that he has never found time to carry his very
beautiful scheme into execution.” Today, the

drawing for the ewer is in the collection of the
British Museum, whereas the Design for a
Decoration, very closely resembling the present
study, is in the Victoria and Albert Museum.
Poynter’s painting On the Terrace (Royal
Academy 1889) depicts a similar staircase on the left,
falling off in a tricky, very well rendered perspective.
Since the painting is dated about ten years
later, he might have used the present study as a
mental prop to realize the staircase.
References:
Cosmo Monkhouse, British Contemporary Artists,
London 1899, p. 265, ill. of the Ewer. Another
illustration for the project, p. 266, is dated by
Poynter 1876.
Malcolm Bell, Drawings of Sir Edward J. Poynter,
London and New York, 1923, pl. 6, ill. of the
Psyche Basin.
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22 MÜLLER, William James 1812 - 1845
English School
ARAB MAN WITH BOY CARRYING PIPES,
1842
Oil on canvas, relined with canvas. 16” x 11 3/4” (40.6 x
29.2 cm). Signed and dated at lower right: W. Müller / 1842.

Note: “Every fellow that knows how to cut a blacklead pencil goes out, sketches, comes home, and
publishes a book. I want to paint…it’s oozing out
of my fingers”. William James Müller, who wrote
this to a friend, spent all of his short life’s relentless energy, passion and enthusiasm on this irresistible urge to paint. When he died at age
thirty-three, he left behind an enormous œuvre of
Near Eastern views and British landscapes.
The son of a Prussian immigrant from Danzig
and a Bristol-born mother, he was educated at
home. He never had a formal Academic training.
At age fifteen he was apprenticed to James Baker
Pyne, a follower of Turner. At age eighteen, he was
an independent artist. His father became curator
at the Bristol Institution (the later Bristol City
Museum and Art Gallery), where the youngster
saw some original paintings.
In 1838 Müller travelled to Athens, Cairo, up
and down the Nile, and to Luxor. Five years later, he
joined a government expedition to Lycia in the
Ottoman Empire (today in Turkey). During these

trips he made hundreds of sketches, usually in watercolor. He acquired fantastic speed in painting street
scenes, ruins, rich slave dealers and poor beggars. He
was hardly an “Orientalist”, with his eye focused on
reality rather than beauty. “In most of the productions I have seen of this class of pictures” he recalled
in An Artist’s Tour in Egypt, “the clothes and costumes look very fine, but not as if they had ever been
worn.” He also advised against reworking sketches in
the studio: “Never touch ones sketches at home, this
is a positive mode of cheating oneself”.
A painting like the present one, however, took
more time. The ornate doorway as well as the left
and right panels are carefully painted, light and
shadow are important, the half-turned figure of
the man is well observed and creates a gentle and
intimate atmosphere.
References:
N. Neil Solly, Memoir of the Life of William James
Müller, London 1875, pp. 218, 228. Francis
Greenacre, Sheena Stoddart, W. J. Müller 18121845, Bristol 1991, p. 12.
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23 BARGUE, Charles 1826/27-1883
French School
TWO STANDING ARABS, circa 1870-83
Black crayon and some red watercolor on off-white wove paper.
No watermark. 12 4/5” x 10” (32.7 x 25.4 cm). Red estate
stamp in rectangle at lower right: VENTE BARGUE / 1883.

Formerly: Shepherd Gallery, New York.
Note: This drawing by the painter and lithographer
Charles Bargue is a study for one of the Orientalist
genre scenes featuring exotic costumes that the
artist produced in the 1870s and 80s while collaborating on a series of drawing lessons with Jean-Léon
Gérôme. The present depiction portrays the same
model and was possibly executed in preparation for
a print or illustration. While it remains unknown
whether Bargue himself traveled to the East, he
would have certainly seen this kind of Oriental figure during his tenure working at the atelier of
Adolphe Goupil and alongside Jean-Léon Gérôme.
Drawing and lithography were Bargue’s specialties and after entering Goupil’s atelier in the 1860s,
the artist began working on the much-needed
Drawing Course with Jean-Léon Gérôme. The
three-volume publication was designed to assist
young artists in learning how to draw and featured a
series of increasingly polished and complete figure
studies of male models in various poses. Though
Bargue appears to have trained outside the official
circles, his style evolved markedly at Goupil’s atelier
and the Drawing Course publication was a huge
success, with the City of Paris ordering a special
printing for the city schools. Though little is known
of Bargue’s early life or art education and he never
showed at the annual Salons in Paris, the artist was
awarded a medal for engravings shown at the
Exposition Universelle of 1867.
Many critics and art historians have commented
on Bargue’s unusual relationship to Gérôme, who
likely provided Bargue with some informal direction.
When describing the admirable models in Goupil’s
Drawing Course in an article in the journal L’illustration in 1869, a critic remarked that they were completed by Bargue “with the assistance of M. Gérôme,
a member of the Institute ” (p. 251). In a catalog
from 1899, Arthur Hoeber wrote that while
“Gérôme leaves one admiring, but cold, the pupil
[Bargue] arouses a feeling of enthusiasm” (p. 81). In
1909, David Preyer described Bargue as “Gérôme’s
pupil” and stated that he “painted in the same style”
as his teacher (p. 231). In the catalogue Gérôme and
Goupil from 2000, Hélène Lafont-Couturier writes
that Bargue’s tenure at Goupil’s atelier raised his sta-

tus from craftsman to artist (p. 60). Clearly Gérôme
had a special relationship with the mentally unstable
Bargue, who fell into a fit on his dealer’s doorstep
after being refused money and was subsequently
taken to a charitable institution where he died.
As demonstrated by this drawing, it appears that
Gérôme’s frequent use of Oriental subject matters
had the greatest impact on Bargue’s work. In 1916,
Hoeber again discussed Bargue, stating “he painted
Oriental scenes of pictures of the time” and that the
“costumes lent themselves to picturesque compositions” (p. 540). A brief survey of Bargue’s oeuvre certainly demonstrates his interest in Eastern genre
scenes and costuming, as he completed the following
works: An Algerian Guard (1872), Arab Dealer among
his Antiques (1877, Christie’s, May 6, 1999), The
Almee (1879), L’almée (1883-83, Sotheby’s, Oct. 23,
1997), Arab Dancer with Tambourine (New York,
May 28, 1982), Prayer To Allah (The AA Munger
Collection), An Arab (Sotheby’s, May 5, 1999), and
Prayer in a Mosque (Sotheby’s, May 5, 1999). As
noted in the article “Turquerie” written in 1968,
Bargue shared Gérôme’s enthusiasm for the Orient
and may have indeed used the latter’s collection of
Near Eastern costumes in his work.
References:
Aug. Marc. “L’Enseignement du Dessin,” L’ illustration: Journal Universel vol. 54 (1869): 251.
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NY: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1967).
Hoeber, Arthur. The Treasures of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art of New York (New York: R.H.
Russell, 1899).
____. “Painting of the Nineteenth Century in
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Journal vol. 34 (Nov., 1916): 501-517, 519-540.
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& Delacroix through Degas & Puvis de Chavannes:
The Figure in French Art 1800-1870 (New York:
Shepherd Gallery, 1975).
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24 BARGUE, Charles 1826/27 - 1883
French School
GROUP OF STUDIES
Graphite on wove paper. 6 5/16” x 6 7/8” (16 x 17.4 cm).
Estate stamp in red at lower right: VENTE BARGUE
1883.

Formerly: Shepherd Gallery, New York.
Note: This sheet of figure drawings by Charles
Bargue intersects with two of the artist’s most persistent and consistent interests: exotic foreign costumes and the mastery of the male figure.
From roughly 1868 to 1871, Bargue completed a series of three volumes of Drawing Courses
alongside Jean-Léon Gérôme that were published
by Adolphe Goupil. With these exercises, Bargue
and Gérôme demonstrated how to draw the
human figure by mastering fragments of the
body through repetition and replication. In an

article from 1869 from the journal L’illustration,
the author writes that Bargue and Gérôme’s
albums demonstrate how to analyze proportions
and light, since “before building, it is necessary
that the student learns to develop a scaffold” (p.
251). It appears with this study of figures in a
variety of positions, therefore, that Bargue followed the method of his drawing lessons in his
own work. This drawing is a typical example of
the costume studies Bargue made throughout his
life.
References:
Aug. Marc. “L’Enseignement du Dessin,” L’ illustration: Journal Universel vol. 54 (1869): 251.
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25 BARGUE, Charles 1826/27 - 1883
French School
SLEEPING FIGURE
Graphite on medium weight wove paper with lines drawn
around image. 5 1/8” x 3 ¾” (13 x 9.5 cm), irregular edges.
Estate stamp at lower right: VENTE BARGUE 1883. On
verso lithograph of a Madonna and Child.

Formerly: Shepherd Gallery, New York.
Note: This drawing was likely completed during the
artist’s early career before he became acquainted
with the publisher Adolphe Goupil and the artist
Jean-Louis Gérôme in the 1860s. As Hélène LafontCouturier writes in the catalogue Gérôme and
Goupil from 2000, Bargue’s early paintings and
drawings featured “rather tawdry subjects” and “low
comedy” and were often transferred into lithographs
“aimed at popular, sentimental, certainly not highbrow tastes” (pp. 56-57). Lafont-Couturier also characterizes these works as “peopled with figures
vulgarly caricatured with clichéd, easily recognizable

expressions and gestures” (pp. 56-57). The catalog of
Catholina Lambert’s collection references a work by
Bargue that may have also come from this period of
his career. Entitled Peasant Boy of the Apennines, the
work is described as a “half length head of a little
lad, whose back is toward the spectator, with head
turned to look over his right shoulder” (no. 31).
References:
Lafont-Couturier, Hélène, ed. Gérôme and Goupil:
Art and Enterprise, exh. cat. (Paris: Réunion des
musées nationaux, 2000).
Lambert, Catholina. Illustrated Catalogue of the
Valuable Paintings and Sculptures By Old and
Modern Masters Forming the Famous Catholina
Lambert Collection (New York: The American Art
Assoc., 1916).
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26 BARGUE, Charles 1826/27 - 1883
French School
RUSTIC DOOR AND STONE STEPS WITH
FLOWERS AND WEEDS, 1851
Transparent and opaque watercolor over black lithographic
crayon and estompe on off-white wove paper. No watermark. 9 5/8” x 7 7/16” (24.4 x 18.8 cm). Signed in graphite
at lower right: Ch. Bargue, dated in black chalk at lower
right: 1851. Estate stamp in red at lower right in a rectangle: VENTE BARGUE / 1883 (Lugt Suppl. 218 bis).

Exhibition: French Nineteenth Century Paintings,
Drawings and Watercolors, Shepherd Gallery,
Summer 1995, cat. no. 32, ill.
Note: The subject matter of the present drawing is
unusual, though Bargue did complete several works
featuring picturesque views of nature that include
Undulating Landscape (watercolor, Paris, Nov. 8,
1989), A Wooded Stream (charcoal and wash on
paper, Christie’s, May 28, 1993), and An Extensive
Landscape (oil on panel, Christie’s, Oct. 28, 1998).
A sketchy pencil drawing by Bargue called The
Furthest Point from the Town (Christie’s, Oct. 9,
2003) featuring two knotted branches lying in a
field of hay is also similar to this work in style and

subject. In Gérôme and Goupil, Hélène LafontCouturier writes that the artist’s early drawings The
Generous Heart and The Venal Heart had “developed village landscapes as backgrounds” and that
he also produced a series of lithographs featuring
nudes against “backgrounds of woods or parks shrubs, trees, water, an occasional stone fountain or
statue” (pp. 56-57). These lithographs were published by F. Sinnet and Ernest Gambart in 1850, a
decade before the artist began working with the
French publisher Adolphe Goupil.
References:
Hoeber, Arthur. “Painting of the Nineteenth
Century in France, Belgium, Italy and Spain,” Fine
Arts Journal 34 (Nov., 1916): 501-517, 519-540.
Lafont-Couturier, Hélène, ed. Gérôme and Goupil:
Art and Enterprise, exh. cat. (Paris: Réunion des
musées nationaux, 2000).
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27 DORÉ, Gustave 1832 - 1883
French School
STUDY FOR “THE BLACK EAGLE OF
PRUSSIA”, 1870/71
Graphite, black and brown ink on off-white wove paper,
no discernable watermark, laid to board with irregular
edges. 9 5/8” x 14 1/8” (24.5 x 36 cm). Signed in brown
ink at lower right: G Doré.

Exhibitions: Gustave Doré, Museé d’Art Moderne –
Cabinet des Estampes, June 11 – August 31, 1983,
Strasbourg; subsequently at Pavillon des Arts –
Museé Carnavalet, Paris, September 13 – November
6, 1983.
Note: This drawing by the French artist Gustave
Doré depicts the allegory of France shielding a
dead soldier with her wings while under siege by an
ominous black eagle taken from Prussia’s emblem.
Completed during a time of great peril in France,
this drawing was made in preparation for Doré’s
monumental painting The Black Eagle of Prussia
from 1871. Napoleon III had just instigated the
Franco-Prussian War of 1870/71 and there were
substantial casualties, much to the surprise of the
French public. While Doré was a legitimist who
supported the restoration of the Bourbon monarchy, he also had immense pride in the French
troops, whom he often depicted alongside his
angelic allegory of France. While France is shown
downtrodden and defeated in both the sketch and
painting, she remains defiant and brave against an
abject vision of Paris.
Born in Strasbourg in 1832, Doré’s career as an
artist began when his family moved to Paris in
1847. At that time Doré caught the attention of
the publisher Charles Philipon and began contributing to Philipon’s satirical Journal pour Rire.
The artist made his Salon debut at the age of 16
and continued exhibiting oil paintings of the
Vosges and Alps at the Salons from 1848 to 1882.
His family traveled frequently and in 1868 he
founded the popular and successful Doré Gallery
in London. Often described as a realist, Doré
mostly painted historical subjects that were tinged
with mythological iconography. The artist was also
a noted illustrator who contributed to a long list of
publications including John Milton’s Paradise Lost
(1867), Versailles and Paris (1871) and Edgar Allan
Poe’s The Raven (1883).

Paintings by Doré done during the FrancoPrussian War of 1870/71 exhibit an acerbic realism
influenced by the dire situation in Paris, where he
remained throughout the conflict. Dore’s hometown of Strasbourg was one of the first cities
besieged by the Prussian army and the war thus
held a personal dimension for him. His work
expressed his patriotism and he completed several
monochromatic scenes of the aftermath of the
bombardment of Paris, including The Defense of
Paris, The Enigma, and The Black Eagle of Prussia.
According to Lisa Small they “embodied the valor,
strength, and, ultimately, the misery of the country
and its people during the tumultuous year of war
and siege” (p. 33).
The allegory of France in this sketch, which has
been referred to as Doré’s ‘Angel of Death,’ was
based on a variety of mythological and religious
sources. As noted by Small, an ancient Greek statue of Nike, the winged personification of Victory,
was unearthed on the island of Samothrace in 1863
and placed prominently in the Louvre in 1867. The
crown of laurels, wings, torch, sword and Phryigian
bonnet worn by Doré’s figure also identify her as an
‘Angel of the Republic’ based on the personification of the French Republic first popularized in the
state seal in 1792. Doré would repeatedly figure
this ‘Goddess of Victory’ in a variety of works and
media, and Adolphe Goupil published a print of
The Black Eagle of Prussia that was accompanied
by a poem by the stalwart Republican writer Victor
Hugo (1802-1885). The painting The Black Eagle of
Prussia is now in the collection of the Dahesh
Museum of Art, New York.
References:
Reymert Martin L. H., Robert Kashey, et al. Ingres
& Delacroix through Degas & Puvis de Chavannes:
The Figure in French Art 1800-1870 (New York:
Shepherd Gallery, 1975).
Small, Lisa “L’Année Terrible and Political
Imagery,” in Fantasy and Faith: The Art of Gustave
Doré, ed. Eric Zafran (New Haven: Yale
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28 DORÉ, Gustave 1832 - 1883
French School
PAULINE VIARDOT GAMBLING AT BADENBADEN, 1862
Graphite, wash and white heightening on heavyweight
wove paper, no watermark. 9” x 11 3/8” (23 x 29 cm), upper
edge irregular. Signed at lower right: G Doré.

Exhibitions: Gustave Doré 1832-1883, Musée d’Art
Moderne – Cabinet des Estampes, June-August
1983; subsequently at Pavillon des Arts – Musée
Carnavalet, Paris, September-November 1983, cat.
no. 43.
Note: Gustave Doré made this drawing in preparation for the painting Le Tapis Vert (Gaming Table
at Baden-Baden) from 1862, which was shown at
the Salon in Paris in 1867 (Florida State University,
Tallahassee). Both works depict a bustling blackjack table in the Casino at the German resort
Baden-Baden, which the Frenchman Jean Jacques
Bénazet (1778-1848) had promoted as Europe’s
gambling center since 1836. Measuring roughly 31
by 14 feet, the colossal oil painting gives a wider
panorama of this scene of a crowded gaming table
with figures socializing nearby. The preparatory
drawing, conversely, focuses on the action in the
center where a gentleman consults his female companion while playing cards against opera singer
Pauline Viardot (1821-1910). Other contemporary
works featuring scenes from life at Baden-Baden
include a painting by the artist Alfred Elmore
(1815-1881) that was exhibited in London and the
1864 novel Can You Forgive Her? by Anthony
Trollope (1815-1882).
When Doré visited Baden-Baden in 1862, he
was at the height of a successful career exhibiting
at the annual Paris Salons that lasted from 1848 to
1882. In Baden-Baden, Doré spent time with both
his family and intellectual luminaries like
Alexandre Dumas (1802-1870), Charles Gounod
(1818-1893), and Louis Viardot (1800-1883), who
translated Don Quixote into English. Though critics have at times described Doré’s frequenting of
the casinos as an extension of his interest in vernacular modern life, in reality the artist had a gambling problem. Doré’s American friend and
fawning biographer Blanche Roosevelt wrote in her
1885 work on the artist that the casino was “one of
those lovely, almost ideal spots which appeal
strongly to the poetical elements in one’s nature”
(p. 250). In contrast, the daughter of Louis and
Pauline Viardot, Louise Héritte, wrote in her 1913
autobiography that Doré had at one point begged

her father for money to continue gambling despite
having lost everything he had come with. Though
her father helped Doré by putting him on a train
to London, the artist was seen back at the Casino
in Baden-Baden later that same evening.
Officially outlawed in Paris, gambling was still
viewed as misconduct in the 1860s and the subject
may have contributed to the overall lack of success
of Le Tapis Vert. When first shown in 1868 at the
Egyptian Hall in Piccadilly, London, for example, a
reviewer from The Art-Journal was offended by the
painting’s “chronicle of vice.” As Daniel Rosenfeld
writes, the painting would have been particularly
controversial as it treated “aspects of low life
directly” and was “on a scale traditionally thought
only suitable for history painting” (p. 90). Though
it remained unsold, by the 1870s critics had begun
to warm to the work. When it was shown at the
Doré Gallery in London in 1875, the accompanying catalog cited a reviewer in the Daily Telegraph
who admired the painting’s “vigor of dramatic
expression which occasionally approaches that of
Hogarth in its intensity” (p. 13). Ultimately, this
timely painting captured a brief moment in contemporary culture since the gaming tables at
Baden-Baden were officially closed in 1871.
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29 DETAILLE, Édouard 1848 - 1912
French School
EPISODE IN THE FRANCO-PRUSSIAN WAR,
1871
Watercolor and some ink on medium weight wove paper,
no discernible watermark. 8” x 10 1/2” (23 x 26.7 cm). Dedicated, signed, located and dated in ink at lower right: À
MON AMI E. BOCHER / EDOUARD DETAILLE /CHATOU, 1871.

Note: The French military painter Édouard
Detaille dedicated this scene of a gruesome confrontation in the Paris suburb of Chatou during
the Franco-Prussian War of 1870/71 to his friend
and pupil, René Paul Emmanuel Bocher. As previously discussed in the entry on Gustave Doré (cat.
no. 27), the war was economically and politically
disastrous for France, which had initially anticipated a victory. Presumably Bocher remained in his
birthplace of Paris during the war and was exposed
to the same hardships that Detaille endured. An
artist and publisher, Bocher exhibited at the Salon
in Paris in 1873 and according to the Gazette des
Beaux-Arts in 1879, he owned several works by
Detaille. Both are listed as members of the Société
d’Aquarellistes Français in 1888 alongside James
Tissot, Charles Meissonier and Jules Worms.
Known for his paintings of military life, Detaille
took on the role of ‘artist-solider’ during the war
after returning from Spain and Algeria in 1870.
Detaille was raised in a family with a prominent
military history, as his grandfather had served in
the grande armée of Napoleon I and his great-aunt
was married to Admiral Pierre-Charles de
Villeneuve (1763-1806). Despite his desire to
study with the painter Alexandre Cabanel (18231889), Detaille entered the studio of Jean-Louis
Meissonier (1815-1891) around 1865. Detaille
exhibited In Meissonnier’s Studio at the Salon in
Paris in 1867 and continued to exhibit even during
the war, contributing the battle scene Combat
entre les Cosaques et les gardes d’honneur in 1870.
The critic Esther Singleton wrote in 1911 that
Detaille “had to sketch everything under fire” during the war but remained respectful of the
deceased by employing a realistic rather than theatrical style. Singleton also prominently quoted

from a letter by Detaille, where the artist described
his wartime experiences: “I try particularly, to
reproduce what I have seen and what has struck
me […] One impression that I could never render
is that of disfigured corpses, armless and legless
wounded men, a sort of museum of anatomy; one
would never venture, I think, to present that to the
public.”(p. 222). Detaille was known for painting
in a slow, methodical manner to capture detail,
and his submission to the 1870 Salon was
described by the poet and art critic Théophile
Gautier as a “real marvel of execution.”
Detaille’s service in the 8 th battalion of the
garde mobile in Paris during the Franco-Prussian
War defined his entire artistic career. He contributed battle scenes to the Salons until 1884,
including The Winners (1872), In Retreat (1873),
Cuirassiers Charge Morsbronn (1874) and
Regiment Marching on the Boulevard (1875). His
paintings Victors and Machine Gun Blast were
seen as offensive to Germany and were withdrawn
from the Salon in 1872. Salute to the Wounded was
also censored in 1877, which may have prompted
Detaille to create war memorials in the form of
panoramas in 1879 that illustrated The Battle of
Champigny and The Battle of Rezonville and were
exhibited in Paris and Vienna. His battle painting
The Dream won first place at the Salon in 1882,
and The Battle of Rezonville won the Grand Prix at
the Exposition Universelle in 1889. Elected to the
Academy of Fine Arts in 1892 and then as
President of the Society of French Artists in 1895,
Detaille also helped in the creation of the Musée
de l’Armée.
References:
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Army: Types and Uniform (Paris, 1885-1889).
Singleton, Esther. Modern Paintings as Seen and
Described by Great Writers (New York: Dodd,
Mead, 1911).
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30 PHILIPPOTEAUX,
Henri-Félix-Emmanuel 1815 - 1884
French School
STUDY FOR “THE LAST BANQUET OF THE
GIRONDISTS”, (1850)
Black chalk and white heightening on blue wove paper,
no discernible watermark, mounted to very thin Japan
paper in a tambourine mount. 11 3/4” x 7 3/4” (29.8 x 19.7
cm). Inscribed along upper left:…le 1er: le 2 du mois
novem…(rest illegible). On verso sketch in black chalk of
two men, half embracing, one with glass in hand. On verso of backboard printed: Jacques Boilleau and LouisFrançois Viger.

Formerly: Didier Aaron, New York.
Note: The present study is from a group of highly
finished drawings for Philippoteaux’s painting Le
Dernier Banquet des Girondins, 1850 (Vizille,
Musée de la Revolution Française). The 21
deputies who represented the department of the
Gironde were sentenced to death by guillotine on
the morning of June 31st 1793, which was the
beginning of Robespierre’s Reign of Terror. On the
night before, the Girondists gathered for a banquet in the prison, each member celebrating their
last meal, at times eloquent, serious and also light-

hearted. The two members depicted are Jacques
Boilleau (1751-1793), a lawyer in Avallon, who
called Murat a monster, and Louis-François Viger
(1755-1793), a prosecutor of the district of Angers.
The two figures appear in the center of the painting, standing behind the elegantly set dining table,
one clasping the other.
Philippoteaux studied with Léon Cogniet and
first exhibited at the Salon from 1833. He is best
known for his cyclorama of the Siege of Paris in the
Franco-Prussian War, which placed the viewer in
the midst of the action. He painted a portrait of
Napoleon and many pictures of the victories of the
Napoleonic wars, and received the Legion of
Honor in 1846. He had a son, Paul (1846-1923),
who worked with him on the cyclorama of the
Battle of Gettysburg (1882/83). They enhanced the
effect by erecting walls and artifacts from the battle in front of the cyclorama.
RK/DW

31 LEFEBVRE, Jules 1836 - 1911
French School
STUDY FOR “THE BATHER”, 1892
Oil on panel. 5” x 2 3/4” (12.7 x 7 cm). Dedicated and
monogrammed along bottom edge: à mon ami Boussaton
JL. On verso inscribed in black: Jules Lefebvre / 1892
Esquisse Baign[euse]. Frame stamped: 17940.

Exhibition: The Julian Academy, Shepherd Gallery,
Spring 1989, cat. no. 8, ill.
Ex-collection: Jules-Auguste Boussaton.
Note: Albert Besnard, in an address at the death of
Jules Lefebvre, described the master’s work to an
audience at the Académie des Beaux-Arts: Lefebvre
depicted “beauty, the chef-d’œuvre of creation.”
Indeed, the young, female, nude body was the
favorite subject of Jules Lefebvre. Unlike his voluptuous Madeleine (Salon 1876) or Diana Surprised by

Actaeon (Salon 1879), the present model is quite
modest. The casually crossed legs of the bather
evoke an overall restful and quiet atmosphere.
Lefebvre dedicated the painting to his friend
Jules Auguste Boussaton (1821-1901), a painter of
modest success and a long-time auctioneer at the
auction house Hotel Drouot. Boussaton was also a
collector of contemporary art. At his estate sale
the present panel appeared under the title
Nymphe au bain.
References:
M. Besnard, Notice sur la vie et les œuvres de M.
Jules Lefebvre, Paris, 1915.
Sale Collection Boussaton, 5-6 June, 1901, lot 57.
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32 FRÉMIET, Emmanuel 1824 - 1910
French School
ST. CECILIA, 1875-1896
Gilded bronze. Height, from bottom of self-base to top of
halo: 20 1/2” (52 cm); width from harp at left to ribbon of
music at right: 10 1/2” (26.7 cm); depth, from back of base
to front edge of harp: 7 3/4” (19.7 cm). Signature incised
in model at rear of base: FREMIET. Titled at front of base:
S’A CECILIA.

Note: Beginning around 1883, Frémiet created
eight statuettes, including the present St. Cecilia.
It is an homage to his son-in-law, the composer
Gabriel Fauré (1845-1924). The banderole,
swirling around the saint, is incised with the name
G. Fauré, and with musical notations in a historically correct manner: they are notations of a
Gregorian chant, written on four lines with rectangular or square notes. Frémiet knew what he was
doing there, either from research or from his
father-in-law. It was - historically- the closest
Frémiet could get to the Roman martyr, the
patroness of musicians.
Fauré married Marie Frémiet, the artist’s sister,
in 1883, the possible date of the present sculpture.
The young musician had found such a close friend

and advisor in Frémiet that people remarked “he
has married his father-in-law”. Obviously, the
sculpture of St. Cecilia was created to consolidate
this friendship.
The Musée d’Orsay owns the wax model of the
statuette, which is plastered with pellets of wax
and appears to be much more nervous than the
bronze. The chef-modèle in the Musée des Beaux
Arts in Dijon is, according to the catalog description, “more hieratic…far from romantic St.
Cecilias such as the one by David d’Angers.”
As of present writing, no other cast of this
model has been recorded.
References:
Catherine Chevillot, Emmanuel Frémiet 18241910. La Main et le Multiple, Musée des Beaux
Arts de Dijon, Musée de Grenoble, 1988 and 1989,
p. 132 (discussion of the chef-modèle).
Jacques de Biez, E. Frémiet, Paris 1910, pp. 223,
254, 255.
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33 FRÉMIET, Emmanuel 1824 - 1910
French School
JOAN OF ARC, 1889
Uniface bronze medallion with golden-brown patina. Diameter: 6 7/8” (17.5 cm). At lower right signature incised: E.
FREMIET. Incised along upper rim: A NANCY OSIRIS.
Also incised with a quote from Joan of Arc: “entres hardiment emmy les anglois et je y entroy moi mesme”.

Note: Frémiet ’s sculpture of a proud Jeanne d’Arc
was put in place in Paris in 1874 without an official inauguration. Criticism, finding fault with the
proportions of rider and horse, was so harsh, that
Frémiet could not pass his monument without
averting his eyes. (In 1899 he managed to swap a
new version for the old one without notifying the
city.) The sculptor must have been very pleased
when in 1889 a request came from Nancy to make
them a replica. He issued the present medal for
the occasion.
Frémiet was known for going out of his way in
pursuit of historical accuracy. Typically, he incised
the medal with an authentic quote of Jeanne d’Arc
in medieval French, a reply to the ecclesiastical
judges at Rouen, which translates as “Go boldly
among the English, and I go among them, too.”
The second inscription, A Nancy Osiris, is a dedication to a man named Osiris in Nantes, who has
contributed money for the monument. This leads
to a somewhat disturbing scenario.
Nancy was the regional capital of the Lorraine.
The Lorraine was cut in two parts and ceded,
together with Alsace, to the German Reich in
1871. The French population deeply resented this
loss. Nancy had become a border town, supported
by a revanchist government with a strong military
presence. The nationalist polititians gained
ground, and so did Anti-Semitism. In 1889, the
commission for a monument to Jeanne d’Arc was a
political move. The popular sentiment wanted to
glorify not only the local heroine (Jeanne d’Arc was
from the Lorraine), but also the God-given power
that had driven the foreigners out of France. The
person, who funded this manifestation of patriotism was the banker and philantropist Daniel IfflaOsiris (1825-1907). He had been born into a
Jewish family of Moroccan origin. Little did he
know what monstrous hatred would consume
France in the years to come.

References:
Emmanuel Frémiet, “La main et le multiple”,
Musé e des Beaux-Arts du Dijon, Musé e de
Grenoble, 1988, 1989.
June Hargrove, Neil Mc William (eds),
Nationalism and French Visual Culture, Yale
University Press, New Haven, London, 2002.
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34 CHAPLAIN, Jules-Clément 1839 - 1909
French School
JEAN-LÉON GÉRÔME, circa 1885
Bronze medal. Diameter: 4” (10 cm). Lettering: JEAN
LEON GEROME. PEINTRE / ETATIS SUAE LX [age
60] MDCCCLXXXV [1885]. Verso: Allegory of Painting.
Lettering: PITTURA.

Note: Jules-Clément Chaplain was one of the foremost medalists of the Third Republic. He created the
award medals for the Salons, Universal Exhibitions,
and the face of the gold coins of France. He created
the official portrait of every French president. He
depicted Sarah Bernhardt (1889) and made a medal
for the First Modern Olympics (1896). When Czar
Nicolas II and Czarina Alexandra Feodorowna visited
the mint, the Finance minister of France presented
the Imperial couple with two medals in gold, bearing
their images, by Jules Chaplain.
We don’t know who was more flattered by the
commission to create the present medal at the occasion of the sixtieth birthday of the artist – the
celebrity Jean-Léon Gérôme, or the famous
recorder of French history, Jules-Clément Chaplain.
The American artist Wyatt Eaton (1849-1896)
published a woodcut of the medal in the Century
Magazine of February 1889. Eaton had studied
under Gérôme in Paris in 1872, and it seems he
wanted to pay tribute to his teacher from across
the ocean.
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35 GAILLARD, Claude-Ferdinand
1834 - 1887
French School
MAN WITH CARNATION AFTER
JAN VAN EYCK
Engraving on heavyweight wove paper. Within plate mark:
9” x 7 1/2” (22.9 x 19 cm). Collector’s monogram in red
triangle: JG (Lugt 1166). State 3/6. Beraldi 25.

Ex-collection: Jules Gerbeau.
Formerly: Arthur H. Harlow & Co., New York.
Note: This engraving by Claude-Ferdinand
Gaillard after the painting Portrait of a Man with
Carnation by the Flemish artist Jan van Eyck represents a common nineteenth century practice of
reproductive print making where professional
engravers copied famous works for public consumption. The original painting was completed
circa 1435 and featured a coarse-looking man
wearing a medal of the Order of St. Anthony
humorously holding a pink carnation (a symbol of
marriage). As Lisa Dickinson Michaux writes in
Twenty-first-century Perspectives on Nineteenthcentury Art, the art of engraving and etching had
gone out of style in the eighteenth century but was
renewed in the 1860s and 1870s, when the practice
“contributed to a renewed appreciation of past
achievements in the graphic arts” and was “reborn
in the spirit of Rembrandt” (p. 87).
Gaillard’s widely admired skills evolved along
with new techniques and he was adept at both
engraving and etching. As noted in the manual A
Short History of Engraving & Etching from 1908,
Gaillard’s engravings “achieved the subtlest gradations of tone by a supremely delicate manner of
cutting with the burin, and to some extent by
etching” (p. 212). The artist was also known for his
methodical working process, which Willis Chapin
described in 1905: Gaillard “generally created
many states of his plates, printing from the earlier
states only a few impressions in an exquisite manner” (p. 76). This writer also states that the artist’s
original impressions were finalized “after the plates
were steel-faced.”
Born in Paris in 1834, Gaillard studied at the
École des Beaux-Arts in Paris primarily with the

historical portrait painter Léon Cogniet (17941880). He won the grand prix de Rome in 1856 but
after staying at the Villa Medici found that his personalized approach differed from the predominant
style and over time he began to lose commissions.
Despite his rejection from the Salon in 1863,
Gaillard persevered. He was awarded medals for
engraving at the Salons of 1867, 1869 and 1872, a
gold award for engraving at the Exposition
Universelle in 1878, as well as gold medals for
painting at the Exposition Universelle in 1872 and
1878. The artist was also made a Chevalier of the
Légion d’Honneur and was even commissioned by
the French state to engrave Leonardo da Vinci’s
Last Supper and Mona Lisa (illness prevented their
completion). Some of Gaillard’s most well known
engravings include: The Virgin (after Bellini),
Twilight (after Michelangelo), the Virgin of the
House of Orleans (after Raphael), Horace Vernet
(after Delaroche), Oedipus (after Ingres) and
Venus and Mercury (after Thorwaldsen).
References:
Chapin, Willis O. Illustrated Catalogue: Collections
of Prints (Buffalo, NY: Buffalo Fine Arts Academy,
1905).
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36 GAILLARD, Claude-Ferdinand
1834 - 1887
French School
POPE PIUS IX, 1873
Etching on heavyweight wove paper. Within plate marks:
19 5/8” x 14” (49.8 x 35.5 cm). Inscribed in the plate: Dessiné d’après nature à Rome en 1873 & gravé au burin par F.
Gaillard.

Note: This etching features the bust of Pope Pius
IX (1792-1878), who was born Giovanni Maria
Mastai-Ferretti and became pope in 1846. Attacked
for a variety of reasons, Pope Pius IX responded to
the rise of liberalism by convening the notorious
First Vatican Council (1869-1870), which decreed
papal infallibility and defined the Immaculate
Conception as dogma. Pius IX was also the last
pope to sovereignly reign over the Papal States,
which were absorbed by the Italian state in 1870.
Though his canonization was controversial, Pius IX
was a defining Christian figure in the nineteenth

century who patronized the arts. In this etching,
referred to as an “original portrait” and a “remarkable technical achievement” in the manual A Short
History of Engraving & Etching in 1908, Gaillard
attempts to realistically capture elements of the
Pope’s personality through the description of his
slightly raised eyebrow and smile. Gaillard also
made an etching of Pope Leo XIII (1810-1903).
Reference:
Hind, Arthur Mayger. A Short History of Engraving
& Etching, for the Use of Collectors and Students:
With Full Bibliography, Classified List and Index of
Engravers (London: A. Constable & Company,
Limited, 1908).
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37 GAILLARD, Claude-Ferdinand
1834 - 1887
French School
SISTER ROSALIE
Etching on Chine appliqué. 9 3/4” x 7 5 /16” (24.8 x 18.7 cm).
On verso inscribed: Soeur Rosalie, épreuve d’état datée par
Carlotta.

Note: This realistic portrait of the nun Rosalie
Rendu (1786-1856) demonstrates the artist’s mastery of portraiture. Sister Rosalie, who was a member of the Catholic society Daughters of Charity,
was renowned for her generous spirit. Sent to the
order’s house in the impoverished Mouffetard
neighborhood of Paris after seminary, Sister Rosalie
spent over five decades caring for the suffering
inhabitants of Paris’ teaming slums, which swelled
due to the rapid rural-urban migration instigated
by the industrial revolution. Though Gaillard portrays her in a luminous light, the artist refrains

from idealizing her worn expression and aging features. Gaillard was certainly known for his sensitive
and skillful depictions. Willis Chapin described his
style in 1905 as a “marvel of minuteness, accuracy
and precision” and stated that “his works, especially his portraits, are very highly esteemed” (p. 76).
Chapin also makes special reference to the image
of Rosalie, which he calls a “remarkable portrait of
this charitable woman” (p. 76).
Reference:
Chapin, Willis O. Illustrated Catalogue: Collections
of Prints (Buffalo, NY: Buffalo Fine Arts
Academy, 1905).
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38-42 CHIFFLART, François 1825 - 1901
French School
FRONTISPIECE FOR L’EAU-FORTE EN 1879,
1879 (cat. no. 38)
FRONTISPIECE FOR L’EAU-FORTE EN 1880,
1880 (cat. no. 39)
FRONTISPIECE FOR L’EAU-FORTE EN 1878,
1878 (cat. no. 40)
FRONTISPIECE FOR L’EAU-FORTE EN 1877,
1877 (cat. no. 41)
PERSEUS AND THE HEAD OF MEDUSA, 186667 (cat. no. 42)

Note: The following etchings by François-Nicolas
Chifflart were presented as the frontispieces to the
annual folios of eaux-fortes originales or original etchings, entitled L’eau-Forte, that was published for the
French Société des Aquafortistes founded by Alfred
Cadart (1828-1875). The one exception is Persée (cat.
no. 42), which was published as an individual etching
in Eaux-fortes modernes: Oeuvres inédites et originales
from 1866-1867. Cadart was of monumental influence for Chifflart’s career, as he not only married the
artist’s sister (Celonis Chifflart) but also provided a
forum for the work of French artists like Chifflart who
were primarily working in etching after 1860.
In the late nineteenth century, intaglio etching
increasingly became an art form in itself (as opposed
to its previous role of reproducing the compositions of
well-known paintings). Etching clubs based on the
British model were founded across the European continent and the societies produced annual volumes
that contributed to the new identity of etching as a
‘pure medium.’ The French critic Charles Blanc was
one of the first to clarify this position when he
emphasized the immediacy of the medium in 1861 in
the Gazette des Beaux-Arts, writing that etching is
“the work of a master who himself writes his thoughts
as he invents… without the mediation of a translator.” Cadart’s Société des Aquafortistes was a powerful force within this movement and their motto was
“La Société will only publish original works.”
Chifflart embraced the new role of etching with
enthusiasm as part of his larger revolt against the
French Academy. Described as an artist belonging to
the group of late Romantics, Chifflart was originally
trained as a painter and grew bitter as his success
failed to materialize. Born in Saint-Omer to a locksmith, Chifflart began drawing at an early age and
attended the local art school. He studied music and
art at the same time and entered the École des
Beaux-Arts in Paris as a pupil of Léon Cogniet in
1844. Chifflart won the prix de Rome in 1851 and by
1859 his brother-in-law Cadart was publishing his
work. The album, entitled Œuvres de M. Chifflart,
grand prix de Rome, featured several photographs and
original etchings by the artist in addition to an original lithograph.
Illustration became Chifflart’s primary concern
after the Salon of 1859, where he exhibited engravings of Faust that were admired by Charles
Baudelaire and Théophile Gautier. In 1865, Cadart
and his printer Auguste Delâtre (1822-1907) pub-

lished Chifflart’s first album of fifteen etchings
entitled Improvisations sur cuivre and in 1883
Eugène Hugues published Chifflart’s illustrations
of the story Les travailleurs de la mer by Victor
Hugo. Chifflart’s friendship with Hugo has been
cited as formative for the artist in his transition
into an illustrator. The present etchings were completed after Cadart’s partnership with the printer
Delâtre (who had worked with Millet and Daumier
among others) had come to an end in 1869.
All of the etchings in this group were published
after the death of Cadart and were thus overseen by
Celonis Chifflart and her son, who ran the business
by themselves for seven years before declaring bankruptcy. Born in Saint-Omer like Chifflart, Cadart was
a maverick who left his job at a railway company to
set up a printing shop in Paris. The album of
Chifflart’s Prix de Rome drawings was one of the
shop’s first publications and Chifflart was one of the
first artists to join Cadart’s society in 1862. According
to the Musée d’Orsay’s catalogue raisonné from in
1993, Chifflart fought hard to be included in his sister’s annual publications after Cadart’s death.
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38 CHIFFLART, François 1825 - 1901
French School
FRONTISPIECE FOR
“L’EAU-FORTE EN 1879”, 1879
Etching on thin laid paper, no watermark. Sheet: 151/2”x
11 3/4” (39.4 x 29.8 cm); image within plate marks: 12 1/2”
x 9 3/8” (3.7 x 23.8 cm). Purple stamp at lower left: 1047.
Inscribed at lower right: 0-508.

Note: Defined by the Oxford Dictionary as stemming from the late Latin word frontispicium, the
term frontispiece refers not only to the print facing the title page of a book, but also to the first
illustration and thus sets a general tone for the
ensuing work. With this frontispiece from L’eauForte en 1879, Chifflart demonstrates his ability to
both crystallize the predominant themes of the
late Romantic movement while also pointing to
the more mundane aspects of making art. In this
image, the central winged protagonist, whose
flowing garb and statuesque proportions reveal
Chifflart’s interest in romantic and fantastical
subjects, pulls aside a curtain to reveal a modernday etching studio where an engraver is shown

bent over a copper plate in the foreground while
an assistant manipulates the printing press behind
him.
Moreover, the sketchy quality produced by the
multitudinous layers of cross-hatchings reflect the
French critic Charles Blanc’s assertion that etching
was a rapid and improvisatory art that utilized the
etched line in a highly individualized and personal
manner. The work is also reminiscent of the hazy
and dramatic etchings of Henri Fantin-Latour
(1836-1904). Neither of Chifflart’s frontispieces
from the same publication in 1880 or 1878 (cat.
nos. 39 and 40) demonstrates the same degree of
loose sketching and modeling as in this frontispiece from 1879. The album accompanying this
work featured etchings by Jules Worms (18321924), Jules Lefebvre (1836-1911), among others
and the text was provided by Émile Cardon.
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39 CHIFFLART, François 1825 - 1901
French School
FRONTISPIECE FOR
“L’EAU-FORTE EN 1880”, 1880
Etching on thin laid paper, no watermark. Sheet: 15 1/2”x
11 3/4” (39.4 x 29.8 cm); image within plate marks: 12 1/2”
x 9 3/8” (3.7 x 23.8 cm). Purple stamp at lower left: 1047.
Inscribed at lower right: 0-508.

Formerly: Paul Prouté, Paris.
Note: This image of a muscular figure, acrobatically revealing the title board for L’eau-Forte en 1880,
reveals Chifflart’s enduring interest in the dynamic
compositions of late Romanticism. While the central figure’s maneuver defies the realities of human
anatomy, such exaggeration was considered a formal strength at the time. As described by the
English artist and critic Philip Gilbert Hamerton
(1834-1894) in his 1912 publication Etching and
Etchers, Chifflart was “far from being faultless”
but “with all his errors he has really something to
express, and expresses it with the utmost directness” (p. 208). Hamerton reports that Chifflart
often built his figures through the application of
shadows (in place of a linear design) and that the

artist drew from memory rather than calling in a
model when correcting mistakes.
Hamerton later claimed that the ideal of a ‘frank
etched line’ appeared most often in France in the
work of Maxime Lalanne (1827–1886), Adolphe
Appian (1818-98), Charles François (1817-78) and
Chifflart, all of whom produced original etchings for
Cadart’s publications of L’eau Forte. Lalanne’s Le
Wagg Poids de la Ville and Appian’s Environs of Lyon
were both included in the same issue of L’eau-Forte
as this frontispiece in addition to other works by
Félicien Rops (1833-1898) and Édouard Toudouze
(1848-1907), among others. Jules Clarétie (18401913) wrote the text and the work was advertized in
the British periodical The Academy in 1879 as “the
seventh issue of the Cadart Album.”
Reference:
Hamerton, Philip Gilbert. Etching and Etchers
(London: Little, Brown, 1912).
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40 CHIFFLART, François 1825 - 1901
French School
FRONTISPIECE FOR
“L’EAU-FORTE EN 1878”, 1878
Etching on Chine appliqué on laid paper, no watermark.
10 3/4” x 7 3/4” (27.3 x 19.7 cm). Signed in the plate at
upper right: F. Chifflart. On old mat inscribed (in French):
Frontispiece of the etchings of 1878.

Formerly: Paul Prouté, Paris.
Note: In this frontispiece from L’eau-Forte en 1878,
Chifflart builds on the classicizing tendencies of
late Romanticism by presenting vaguely familiar figures from ancient mythology. The proverbial ‘rediscovery’ of etching in the nineteenth century had
encouraged the Romantic artists to re-evaluate and
reinterpret the earlier graphic work of masters like
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528) and Rembrandt van
Rijn (1606-1669). The central figure in this frontispiece, along with August Rodin’s The Thinker
(1880), are reminiscent of Michelangelo’s statue
from the tomb of Lorenzo de Medici nicknamed Il
Penseroso. In reference to this frontispiece, the
authors of Chifflart’s catalogue raisonné from 1993
describe how it is “reminiscent of a cryptic riddle”

and reflects a period when “etching had become a
kind of psychic outlet for Chifflart” (pp. 32-33).
The critic Philippe Burty provided the text for
this issue of L’eau-Forte, which also featured original etchings by Worms, Daubigny, Lefebvre,
Henri Edmond Rudaux (1870-1927), ThéoduleAugustin Ribot (1823-91) and Armand Charnay
(1844-1916), among others. Burty, who routinely
praised Cadart’s initiatives in the Gazette des
Beaux-Arts (edited by Charles Blanc), also wrote
prefaces for the Cadart publications. This issue of
L’eau-Forte was also advertised in 1878 in La
Chronique des Arts et de la Curiosité, which was a
supplement of the Gazette des Beaux-Arts.
Reference:
Sueur-Hermel, Valérie. François Chifflart : graveur
et illustrateur / catalogue établi et rédigé par Valérie
Sueur (Paris: Réunion des musées nationaux, c.
1993).
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41 CHIFFLART, François 1825 - 1901
French School
FRONTISPIECE FOR
“L’EAU-FORTE EN 1877”, 1877
Etching on parchment paper. Size of sheet: 15 1/4” x
10 1/4” (38.7 x 26 cm). Size of image: 9 1/2” x 7 1/2” (24.11
x 19 cm). Inscribed in French on old mat: proof before lettering, three proofs taken.

Formerly: Paul Prouté, Paris.
Note: In this etching for L’eau-Forte en 1877,
Chifflart presents a neo-classical figure holding a
placard inscribed with the name of the publication. The work is decidedly Michelangelesque in
its emphasis on the contours of the figure’s torso
and robe (as opposed to the priority given to shading and chiaroscuro in the frontispiece for L’eauForte en 1879, cat. no. 38). Curiously, the British
critic P. G. Hamerston likened Chifflart’s method

of sketching to Michelangelo in his 1912 publication Etching and Etchers, writing that despite
some of Chifflart’s more glaring inaccuracies, the
artist’s work was ultimately “not more inaccurate
than the drawing in the hasty sketches of the great
masters.” The art historian and critic Ernest-Alfred
Chesneau (1833-1890) provided the text for this
issue of L’eau-Forte, which also featured prints by
Lalauze, Daubigny, Lefebvre, Rops, and Falguière,
among others.
Reference:
Hamerton, Philip Gilbert. Etching and Etchers
(London: Little, Brown, 1912).
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42 CHIFFLART, François 1825 - 1901
French School
PERSEUS AND THE HEAD OF MEDUSA,
1866-67
Etching on laid paper. Watermark along lower edge, seen
from recto: AQUA FORTES. Size within plate marks:
12 3/8” x 9 3/8” (31.4 x 23.8 cm). Signed in the plate at
upper left: F. Chifflart. Inscribed in French on old mat:
plate from the series of Improvisations on Copper, 1865,
proof before lettering.

Formerly: Paul Prouté, Paris.
Note: This striking etching of the Greek god
Perseus holding the severed head of Medusa while
standing on her cadaver was published as an original lithograph in the volume Eaux-Fortes
Modernes: Originales et Inédites, dated 1866-67.
The earliest work by Chifflart included here and
the only one not designed as a frontispiece, Perseus
and the Head of Medusa indicates the confluence
of interests that defined Chifflart’s graphic output.
The subject was clearly inspired by Benvenuto
Cellini’s 1545 bronze sculpture of Perseus holding
the head of Medusa, which Chifflart would have
seen during his stay at the Villa Medici after winning the Prix de Rome in 1851. While Chifflart’s
revival of an ancient myth reflects his interest in
classicism, the central figure’s defiant stance and
the setting of on an isolated cliff point to
Chifflart’s romantic disposition.
As described by Hamerton in 1912, this etching
represents “a good instance of a simple way of
treating the naked figure when truth of texture is
not aimed at” (p. 211). He also notes that this
image of Perseus represents one of Chifflart’s best
and most thoroughly studied original etchings.
Notably, the work reverses many aspects of
Cellini’s famous sculpture: while Cellini’s Perseus
raises the head of Medusa in his left hand and
sheaths his sword at his side with his right,

Chifflart’s Perseus holds the head of Medusa in his
right hand at his side and sheaths his sword at his
breast with his left hand. The print’s gruesome
nature also gave rise to Chifflart’s reputation as an
artist who, according to Janine Bailly-Hezberg,
“revealed a bitter and almost cynical mind among
all these peaceful artists” (p. 385).
The critic Philip Gilbert Hamerton wrote this
eloquent passage on Persée in 1912:
“Perseus, having slain Medusa, holds out her severed head – The right foot is on the gorgon’s
body, the left on a plateau of rock. Perseus is
sheathing his sword with his left hand. This is
the best and most thoroughly studied figure
amongst the improvisations, but it is a pose
which the etcher may have studied in nature
previously, and remembered. It is a good
instance of a simple way of treating the naked
figure when truth of texture is not aimed at.
The texture here is rather that of bronze than
of flesh. It is possible that some readers may
conclude from this and other plates that etching cannot render flesh texture, but this would
be an error. In hasty sketching it is very difficult
to convey the idea of texture if you shade
enough to indicate the modeling, because any
coarse or hard shading ruins it at once. The
best way is to leave white paper to do duty for
flesh as much as possible when you have not
time to shade delicately” (p. 211).
References:
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43 TISSOT, James 1836 - 1902
French / English School
STAIRCASE, circa 1883/1885
Watercolor heightened with white over black chalk on wove
paper in a tambourine mount. 9 3/4” x 13 3/4” (24.8. x 35
cm). Signed in ink at lower left: J. J. Tissot.

Sale: Hôtel Drouot, Paris, Tissot estate sale, July 910, 1903.
Formerly: Yvonne Tan-Bunzel, Old Master
Drawings, April 1997, London.
Note: The present watercolor of a grand stairway
from the Tissot estate sale of 1903 is intriguing as
to how it fits into his œuvre. The one obvious
painting that features a grand stairway is La
Mondaine (1883-85), formerly in the collection of
Joseph M. Tanenbaum. It is altogether possible
that the artist was scouting for a location for that
painting. The stairway is not the same, but the
grandeur is. High on the left side of the watercolor
is a banner with the colors yellow above, and red
below. A higher, third stripe could be black. If so,
this banner might indicate the location as being
possibly a Belgian official building. As the watercolor came from Tissot’s estate sale it is likely to
be a working study.

James Tissot was born in Nantes and studied
at the Académy de Beaux-Arts in Paris. He
began exhibiting in the Paris Salon in 1859. In
1871 he moved to London after the fall of the
Commune, where he embraced English subject
matter. After his mistress, Kathleen Newton’s
death in 1882, he returned to Paris and painted
a series of modern life scenes called Le Femme à
Paris. In 1885, Tissot experienced a mystical
awakening that led him to re-confirm his
Catholic faith, and he spent the rest of his life
illustrating the Bible.
References:
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44 MARCIUS-SIMONS, Pinckney
1865 - 1909
American School
THE CHILD CANOVA MODELING A LION
OUT OF BUTTER, circa 1885
Oil on canvas. 23 3/4” x 29”(59.7 x 73.6 cm). Signed at
lower center, on box: Marcius-Simons.

Formerly: Vance Jordan Fine Art, New York.
Note: This painting by the American artist Pinckney
Marcius-Simons depicts a scene from the life of the
Italian sculptor Antonio Canova (1757-1822). The
story, which was described in the book Memoires of
Antonio Canova (1825), describes how Canova was
discovered by his future patron Senator Giovanni
Falieri while working as a kitchen hand at Falieri’s
Villa d’Asola in Lombardy. When the kitchen steward realized there was no centerpiece for the feast
they were preparing, Canova, whose grandfather
had trained him in the art of sculpture, came to the
rescue by fashioning a mound of butter into the figure of a regal lion. As described in the biography of
Canova, when presented at the table, the lion
“received the applause of all present” (p. 154).
Senator Falieri was reportedly so impressed that he
arranged an apprenticeship for Canova with the
sculptor Torretto of Bassano. When discussing this
painting in a recent essay, Christina Ferando writes
that “fictions such as this were a popular trope in
the mythologies of artists’ childhoods” (p. 10).
Marcius-Simons, who was known as ‘Pinkey’,
was also a boy prodigy like Canova. Born in 1865 in
New York City and raised in Spain and France, he
began painting at the age of twelve. His obituary in
1909 in American Art News describes him as a
“poet-painter” who locked himself up in his studio
as a boy. An intellectual of diverse talents,
Marcius-Simons studied architecture and anatomy
before becoming the youngest student of the
French painter Jean Georges Vibert (1804-1902),
and exhibited at the Salon in Paris in 1882. A
writer in The International Studio (1898) observed
that Marcius-Simons is “like Turner, a remarkable
colorist” who “reproduces color a thousand times
more beautiful than that seen by the untrained
eye” (p. 250).
Despite solo exhibitions in New York, Boston
and Chicago in the mid-1890s, he was somewhat
of a maverick who has been generally ignored by
historians of American art. However, the aforementioned critic for The International Studio
wrote that there were “few private collectors who
have not at least one example of his talent” (p.
250). That same year in 1898, another reviewer

wrote in Munsey’s Magazine that Marcius-Simons
had recently sold “everything in his Paris studio
almost as fast as it was painted” since “Paris critics
have been more certain about his work than ours”
and “France has accepted the young American
painter quite seriously” (p. 809-10). The same
reviewer also describes how Marcius-Simons had
exhibited in New York City three years prior,
where his work was “met with the reception which
is given to most new departures in any line” and
attracted crowds of people who “did not know
whether to jeer or to admire” (p. 809).
The present painting was likely completed during Marcius-Simons’s early career before he shifted
his attention to mythological landscape painting.
Other historical works include Cardinal Richlieu
(n.d., untraced), Saint Marc (n.d., untraced),
Columbus (n.d., untraced), St. Elizabeth of
Hungary (1892, untraced) and Joan of Arc at
Domrémy (Versailles, June 2, 1982). Other recorded works by Marcius-Simons include: The
Stumbling Block (1898, untraced), The Chariot of
the Sun (James S. Ingles estate, Mar. 11-12, 1909),
Gathering Shadows (William Schaus Galleries, Jan.
15-17, 1912), The Classic Land, The Cabbage
Pickers (Emerson McMillin Coll., Jan. 1913), The
Swan Song, The Departure of the Bride (1885,
Avery Gallery), and Parsifal (circa 1902, La Salle
University).
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45 FORD, Edward Onslow 1852 - 1901
English School
BUST OF QUEEN VICTORIA
Bronze. Height, from bottom of self-base to top of crown:
17” (43 cm); width, from left to right shoulder: 13” (33 cm);
depth, from drape at rear to drape in front: 9” (23 cm).

Formerly: The Fine Arts Society, London.
Note: There is a strange dichotomy in Onslow
Ford’s works: his public works, including the present one, have a strong flavor of historicism, such
as ornate details and heavily folded draperies. On
the other hand, Ford created allegorical nudes,
stylized, soft and somewhat symbolist in their
intention. Under the guiding light of Alfred
Gilbert, his friend and mentor, Onslow Ford was
part of the movement “New Sculpture”. They
opposed the long reign of Neoclassicism by introducing a greater degree of naturalism and new
subjects.
Alfred Gilbert created in 1887 a jubilee monument for Queen Victoria in Winchester, which
influenced sculptors all over Britain for decades to
come. One of his followers was Edward Onslow
Ford with his monument of Queen Victoria in the
Piccadilly Gardens of Manchester. The present
bust is an excerpt of this monument.
Ford created a colossal assembly of a huge
bronze figure spread out on a marble throne,
backed by a blue mosaic background. The contrast
between light colored marble, dark bronze, and

sparkling blue mosaics reflects the preference for
polychrome sculpture by the artists of “New
Sculpture”. The throne is a piece of neoclassicist
architecture, surmounted by a bronze St. George
Fighting the Dragon. On the rear side of the
throne, a figure of Maternity symbolizes the
Queen as “mother of her people”. The downcast,
hooded eyes of the Queen, an impressive aspect
also of the present bust, as well as her seated position, enveloped in draperies, and the figure at the
rear are elements Onslow Ford saw in Gilbert’s
Winchester monument.
M. H. H. Spielmann, in his book on British
Sculpture and Sculptors Today (1901), called Onslow Ford’s monument “a striking memorial of a
great queen.” He saw “nobility about both head
and figure, which are rendered with truth and yet
with that suggestion of powerful personality and
an impressive presence.”
Another cast of the present bust is in the collection of the Victoria and Albert Museum,
London.
Reference:
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46 CRANE, Walter 1845 - 1915
English School
INVITATION, 1897
Red ink and some white heightening on heavyweight wove
paper, no watermark. 7 3/8” x 5 1/2” (18.7 x 14 cm). On
verso inscribed in graphite: # 281.

Note: Though best known for illustrating children’s stories like Cinderella and Sleeping Beauty,
Walter Crane also designed hand-drawn invitations for both public and private events. Crane was
also the founding president of the Arts and Crafts
Exhibition Society and a supporter of the Arts and
Crafts movement that flourished in England from
roughly 1860 to 1910. As described in Walter
Crane as a Book Illustrator, he “remained dedicated to his family throughout his career, using his
talent for illustrating to amuse them, or to
announce to his friends an important family
event” (p. 22). The artist valued the input of his
three children and often followed their advice in
“gauging the potential of his book designs” (p. 22).
This invitation card featuring two dancing nymphs
was designed to celebrate the birthday of his oldest
son in 1897.
Born to middle class parents in Liverpool,
Crane studied with his father Thomas Crane, a
portrait painter and member of the Liverpool
Academy, before spending three years apprenticed
to the wood engraver William James Linton (181297). He was associated early on with the PreRaphaelite Brotherhood, and established himself
later as a designer of wallpaper and book illustrations. After he was introduced to William Morris
in the early 1870s, Crane embraced Morris’ socialist ideals and became a firm believer in the egalitarian purpose of art. Crane exhibited the
watercolor Lady of Shalott at the Royal Academy
in 1862 and the oil painting The Death of the Year
at the Paris Exposition in 1878. The artist also won
medals at the Exposition Universelle in 1889 and
1900 and wrote an essay on his own work for Great
Masters of Decorative Art (1900).

Crane was working during an important era for
the advancement of decorative or ‘ornamental’ art,
which was often contrasted with the loftier fine art
of painting or drawing. In a survey of the history of
book illustration that Crane wrote in 1905, the artist
acknowledged this stubborn dichotomy, writing in
the introduction: “In the selection of the illustrations, I have endeavored to draw the line between
the purely graphic aim, on the one hand, and the
ornamental on the other – between what I should
term the art of pictorial statement and the art of decorative treatment; though there are many cases in
which they are combined” (p. v). Crane completed
numerous ornamental designs for invitations
throughout his career, including one card for the
Royal Institute Ball recorded in a catalog of an exhibition of his designs at the Art Institute of Chicago
in 1892. As recorded in the survey of his work by
Otto von Schleinitz from 1902, Crane also designed
a Christmas card with a personification of Social
Order (1888) and an invitation card for the May Day
celebration at the Holborn Town Hall (1895).
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SOLOMON, Simeon 1840 - 1905
Though lamented as a tragic figure, Simeon
Solomon was a spirited Symbolist artist whose
lifestyle opposed the puritanical social mores of
the Victorian era. Alternately labeled a Hebrew
artist and a Pre-Raphaelite, Solomon was a multifaceted intellectual who studied both Judaism and
Christianity, wrote poetry, studied Classicism and
even illustrated a version of the Bible. Despite his
infamous ‘decline’ after his arrest in 1873 for public indecency, Solomon’s unique approach has not
only inspired revisionist and laudatory retellings of
his career in recent years but has also fashioned
him into an icon for both the Jewish and gay communities. Solomon, however, garnered critical
praise throughout; his friend, the English curator
and critic Sidney Colvin (1845-1927), wrote in
1871 that the artist’s work had a “special quality…
not located in some formal aesthetic ‘love of the
beautiful’” but “in a color of style and personality”
(p. 675). Though Solomon had an easier time than
Jewish predecessors like Anton Mengs (1728-1779)
and Johann Zoffany (1733-1810), who were both
pressured into conversion, he was still subjected to
vicious stereotyping as well as to malicious gossip
concerning his personal life.
Simeon Solomon was born the last of eight children to Michael and Catherine Solomon in
Bishopsgate, London in 1840. Originally of Dutch
or German descent, Solomon’s ancestors settled in
England in the mid-eighteenth century and his
father continued the family business of importing
Leghorn hats from Italy. Notably, while Solomon’s
father was the first Jewish man to become a
Freeman of the City of London, his mother was an
amateur painter. The family’s relative fortunes

allowed them to pursue intellectual interests and
both Solomon’s siblings Abraham (1823-1862) and
Rebecca (1832-1886) became artists. After studying
with Abraham, Solomon attended art school in
Cary and entered the Royal Academy in 1856.
While his siblings made genre paintings of contemporary subjects, Solomon painted Old Testament
scenes that drew on his Jewish heritage. He was the
youngest artist included when he exhibited at the
Royal Academy for the first time in 1858 with Isaac
Offered. Subsequent submissions include: The
Mother of Moses (1860), The Child Jeremiah
(1862), The Betrothal of Isaac and Rebecca (1863)
and Judith and her Attendant Going to the Assyrian
Camp (1872). His painting Habet! (1865) of
Roman noblewomen watching gladiators in an
amphitheater is considered his greatest work.
In the early 1860s, Solomon entered the PreRaphaelite circle dominated by William Holman
Hunt (1827-1910), John Everett Millais (1829-1896)
and Dante Gabriel Rossetti (1828–1882). He
became a regular visitor to Rossetti’s studio and
designed stained-glass windows based on the
Old Testament at All Saints Church in
Northamptonshire alongside Rossetti, Edward
Burne-Jones (1833-98) and Ford Madox Brown
(1821-1893), among others. In an 1896 catalog for
the Goupil Gallery, Adolphe Goupil (1806-1893)
and William Michael Rossetti (1829-1919)
described the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood as favoring the art of the Italian primitive artists who preceded Raphael over that of the cinquecento. The
term Pre-Raphaelite, originally meant as derisive,
thus came to signify the close study of nature that
eschewed the “mannerisms and pomposities” of

Raphael (Goupil and Rossetti, p. 6). It is also worth
noting that the Italian primitives had become trendy
in England as early as the 1840s and an unprecedented exhibition was held in Manchester in 1857 that
included works by Giotto, Masaccio, Pinturicchio
and Mantegna. While Solomon had a formative relationship to the Pre-Raphaelites, he was ultimately a
highly individualistic artist who rejected the didactic
and moralizing style of his peers.
Solomon suffered both personally and professionally for being a gay man. His legacy has also
been tarnished by critics who have focused more
on the fallout from his secret identity than on the
development of his career. After Solomon was
arrested in 1873 for cavorting with another man in
a public lavatory, the artist’s refusal to repent left
him ostracized from society and ejected from
artistic circles. Even his friend Algernon Charles
Swinburne (1837–1909), a poet and proponent of
homoerotic art and literature, repudiated the artist
out of fear. Though Solomon was offered stipends
from British dealers and various friends and family
made attempts to recoup him, the artist willingly
and defiantly lived the last three decades of his life
as a recluse by peddling his drawings. Though he
died penniless in a workhouse in Holborn, his late
work was championed by a new wave of progressive scholars and against all odds he was awarded a
gold medal at the Paris Exhibition in 1900.
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47 SOLOMON, Simeon 1840 - 1905
English School
QUEEN ESTHER HEARS OF HAMAN’S PLOT
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF HER PEOPLE,
1860
Pen and ink with some led white on paper laid to board.
11 1/4” x 13 3/4” (28.5 x 35 cm). Monogram in ink at lower left: SS; date included in monogram: 16/10/60.

Note: In this well-known early work, Simeon
Solomon combines his interest in the history of the
Jewish people with the linear and archaic style of
the Italian primitive painters. Referred to as both
The Anguish of Miriam and Queen Esther Hearing
the News of the Intended Massacre of the Jews, the
work depicts the agonizing moment when the
Jewish Queen Esther, who has kept her religion a
secret, hears that her husband King Ahasuerus will
massacre the Jewish people in his kingdom. As
Esther’s enemy Haman, who has discovered her
secret, is able to instigate her husband into such
cruelty, this drawing is also evocative of the xenophobia that has all too often forced the Jewish people to conceal their religion. Solomon also
exhibited The Mother of Moses, which has been
interpreted as a metaphor for the history of Jewish
exile and persecution. As described in the survey
Pre-Raphaelite Art in Its European Context, this
work is also an exilic tale, this time of a “woman so
seemingly integrated into a foreign culture that she
became queen of the realm, but who was nevertheless living within an alien culture” (p. 121).
The present drawing conjures a particular period in Solomon’s career as well as the specific
Zeitgeist of British painting circa 1860. As
described in the catalog Love Revealed, Solomon’s
intricate rendering of Esther’s chambers recalls the
description of the King’s palace in the Book of
Esther (1:16) but was also influenced by the historical fidelity advocated by Ford Madox Brown in
his essay “On the Mechanism of a Historical
Picture” from 1850. Moreover, the finicky ornamentation, stilted postures and crisp drapery is
reminiscent of the Italian primitives, whose work
Solomon possibly saw in the Manchester exhibition in 1857. A print by the Arundel Society, which
reproduced Italian masterpieces, was also recorded
as hanging in the home of Oscar Browning (1837-

1923), a writer who became friends with Solomon
in the 1860s. Unsurprisingly, even Solomon’s
Hebrew works would have “fit within general eighteenth- and nineteenth-century British traditions
of biblical illustration” (Kleeblatt, p. 121).
In melding a Hebraic subject from the Old
Testament with the Christian style of the Italian
primitives, this work represents Solomon’s unique
and hybrid style that continues to perplex critics.
In 1860, Solomon’s paintings of Mediterranean
figures in exotic costumes were seen as a direct
expression of his ethnic background by the normative Victorian art establishment. Yet the artist was
undoubtedly influenced by historically significant
Christian styles and iconography used in the representation of Annunciations, Visitations,
Lamentations and even the Madonna and Child.
As Norman Kleeblatt writes, Solomon appropriated these types for his own purposes and thus utilized “only the formal aspects of these Christian
sources for the compositions of his Hebrew Bible
works” (pp. 125-26).
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48 SOLOMON, Simeon 1840 - 1905
English School
JERUSALEM
ILLUSTRATION FOR THE BOOK OF
EZECHIEL, 1861
Graphite and brown ink on heavy wove paper. 6” x 7 1/4”
(15.3 x 18.9 cm). Monogram in brown ink at lower right:
SS 14/7/61. Inscribed along right edge with quotes from
the book of Ezechiel, chapter 16, verses 14-15. On verso
in graphite study of a bearded man with cane.

Note: In this diaphanous drawing from 1861,
Simeon Solomon represents yet another scene
from the Old Testament. As the label ‘Ezekiel
XVI’ indicates, this work depicts a parable from
chapter 16 of the Book of Ezekiel that narrates the
history of Jerusalem from the perspective of God,
who acts as a reproachful ‘Husband’ to Jerusalem’s
adulterous ‘Wife.’ As Jerusalem is described as a
harlot who prefers strangers to her husband, she is
fittingly depicted in a rapturous state of sinful
ecstasy, with her dress falling away to expose her
nipple. Such drawings likely inspired the poet
Algernon Swinburne’s assertion in 1909 that in his
work, Solomon combines the “fervent violence of
feeling or faith which is peculiar to the Hebrews
with the sensitive acuteness of desire, the sublime
reserve and balance of passion, which is peculiar to
the Greeks” (pp. 302-03).
This drawing is one among a series of drawings
Solomon executed of both the prophet Ezekiel
and of Old Testament subjects more generally.
The artist was a frequent and avid sketcher
throughout his life and according to author
Lionel Lambourne, the Ein Harod Museum in
Israel holds a sketchbook of 78 drawings that
Solomon completed when he was just fifteen
years old. Other significant works by the artist
featuring Old Testament subjects include: King
David (1859, Birmingham Museum, UK),
Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego (c. 1863, now
lost), and the artist’s many drawings for a Bible
by the Dalziel brothers that the artist began in
the 1860s. There is also another drawing by
Solomon of Ezekiel from 1861 that depicts the
prophet with an aging and crippled angel who is
bent forward in a manner similar to the elderly

man with a cane on the verso of the present drawing of adulterous Jerusalem.
Solomon also exhibited A Young Musician
Employed in the Temple Service During the Feast of
Tabernacles at the Royal Academy in 1861, which
garnered praise in the Times because Solomon
“paint[ed] Jewish subjects, as a Jew should” (May
12, 1861, p. 6). The article also claimed that
Solomon depicts the “mystery and greatness of the
chosen people” and that his figures appeared noble.
As many historians have discussed the antiSemitism that influenced the reception of
Solomon’s work in Victorian England, it is important
to note that ultimately Solomon’s influences were
diverse and his style universal. Norman Kleeblatt
asks a poignant question that reveals the ingrained
biases and assumptions that continue to define
Solomon’s work: “Why were Solomon’s Hebrew
Bible themes so closely linked with the artist’s
Judaism? After all, subjects from the Old Testament
are the foundations of Western art” (p. 118).
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49 SOLOMON, Simeon 1840 - 1905
English School
THREE HEADS
Red chalk on artist’s board. 18 3/8” x 23 1/4” (46.7 x 59
cm). Inscribed on verso: Simeon Solomon. Old backing
inscribed: Durlacher.

Formerly: Durlacher Brothers, New York.
Note: In this undated drawing, Simeon Solomon
presents a group of three idealized male youths
reflecting both his interest in Greek mythology and
Classical homoeroticism. Solomon composed many
works during his career based on the grouping of
three individuals, often males, and as his work
matured, his figures became increasingly androgynous. His interest in Classicism had been inspired
by his close friendship with Algernon Swinburne,
who studied ancient Greece at Oxford and was regularly consulted by eminent Hellenists like
Benjamin Jowett (1817-1893), who translated
Plato. Swinburne was also interested in alternative
sexualities and his support for the work of the
Marquis de Sade (1740–1814) influenced Solomon.
From 1861 to 1862, Solomon worked with
Swinburne to illustrate an heroic poem on the
Greek poetess Sappho. The artist’s tri-figure composition Erinna Taken from Sappho in 1865, which
originally depicted Sappho jealously observing her
lover with a man, had to be censored in the oil version to accommodate Victorian norms. The title
was changed and Sappho was transformed into a
‘paranymph’ (the Greek equivalent of a best man).
The implications of Solomon’s epicene drawings were not lost on contemporary critics. When
Solomon painted Sacramentum Amoris in 1869, for
example, his rendering of ideal love as a half-naked
athletic male youth holding a lantern inspired one
critic to write in the Illustrated London News that
the figure may be “made to yield almost any
meaning” and that it was “scarcely a wholesome or
profitable one” (anon. 1869, p. 135). Though originally disguised as Classicism, Solomon’s increasing
defiance of Victorian moral codes led him to
emphasize the androgyny of his figures (Werner,
p. 398). In the artist’s prose poem A Vision of Love
Revealed in Sleep from 1871, he even describes
Sacramentum Amoris as a “synthesis of male and
female characteristics in an attempt to construct a
sexless figure.” Swinburne echoes Solomon’s senti-

ments, writing in 1909 that many of the artist’s figures have a “supersexual beauty, in which the lineaments of women and of man seem blended”
(pp. 307-08).
Despite the threatening and homophobic atmosphere of the Victorian era, Solomon did his best to
encourage such readings. In another work The
Sleepers and the One Who Watcheth from 1870, the
artist again depicted three figures of indeterminate
gender holding each other in an erotic manner.
These suggestive groupings were not, of course, limited to secular or Symbolist subjects; an article from
The Art Journal in 1906, for example, mentions that
Solomon showed drawings called Christ with Peter
and Christ Kissing Moses at the Baillie Gallery in
1905. The same review relates how his drawing The
Unappeased Desire from 1887 features a face “frozen
into insatiability” with a “beauty which derives from
Greece” (pp. 311-13). It is also worth noting that
Solomon frequently enacted his own version of the
dramas unfolding in his works, as the artist reportedly wore Greek robes to parties and even after his
arrest for sodomy, he continued to entertain his
friends by impersonating Greek youths.
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50 SOLOMON, Simeon 1840 - 1905
English School
WOMAN WITH BLUE WREATH
Blue pencil with gum Arabic on artist’s board. 14 13/16”
x 13” (37.7 x 33 cm). Inscribed on verso: Simeon Solomon
/ Isaacson / 1983.

Note: The blue and yellow color scheme and the
orientation of the head in this undated drawing by
Simeon Solomon suggest that it may be related to
the watercolor In The Summer Twilight from 1869,
where a figure robed in blue is depicted on the right
side of the picture as sitting atop a stone wall with
her head in the same profile view seen in the present drawing. This connection, however, would not
necessarily date this sketch to 1869, as the artist
completed another study for In The Summer
Twilight in 1866 using colored chalk and white pencil heightening (both the painting and study were in
the collection of Seymour Stein). Despite the formal similarities, however, it is difficult to date
Solomon’s work based solely on observation since
he frequently used the same compositions for his
diaphanous figures throughout his career. His friend
Algernon Swinburne even commented on this in an
essay from 1909, writing that in Solomon’s oeuvre
there is “almost a superflux of images full of tender
colour and subtle grace” (p. 313).
The figure’s Classical wreath and ruffled toga
also indicate the artist’s diverse stylistic influences
including Catholicism, Pre-Raphaelitism and

Hellenism. The brilliant blue of her robes surely
references the blue garments worn by the
Madonna in Italian art, which the artist could have
seen in the Art Treasures exhibition in 1857 in
Manchester. Norman Kleeblatt proposes that
Solomon may have seen Botticelli’s Madonna and
Child from 1468 (Musée de Louvre) on one of his
trips to Paris. These diverse references certainly
informed In The Summer Twilight, which suggests
a “non-specific historical nostalgia” (Cruise and
Ferrari, p. 149).
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51 SOLOMON, Simeon 1840 - 1905
English School
FIGURE WITH HEAD SCARF
Watercolor on board. 11 3/8” x 9 1/2” (29 x 24.1 cm)

Note: In this intimate undated watercolor by
Simeon Solomon, a masculine figure is shown
wearing a blue striped scarf that is remarkably
similar to the Jewish tallit or prayer shawl. A tallit,
which is customarily draped over one’s hair and
clothes during morning prayers, has been traditionally given to men on the day of their bar mitzvah and in some cases as part of their dowry. The
blue stripe in this figure’s shawl may also reference a type of blue die called tekhele in the
Talmud, which was produced from a marine creature known as the hillazon. According to the
Hebrew Bible, tekhele was used for the clothing of
the Jewish High Priests, the tapestries of the
Tabernacle, and in the tassels of four-cornered
garments like the tallit. In an article from 1909,
Algernon Swinburne remarked that Solomon held
a “certain loving interest in the old sacred forms,
in the very body of historic tradition, made manifest in various more literal designs of actual religious offices” (p. 313-14).
Moreover, the design of the scarf and the profile view of the figure’s face suggest a similar work
by Solomon featuring King David, whose loving
relationship with Jonathan (son of King Saul)
purportedly intrigued Solomon as a “legitimizing

model for the love between men” (Cruise and
Ferrari, p. 18). David was certainly an important
figure for Solomon and he completed numerous
works featuring the righteous king, including the
drawings Eight Scenes from the Story of David in
1856 and Nathan Reproving David in 1859. The
artist’s figures in his painting David and Saul
from 1896 (National Gallery of Canada, Ontario,
also known as Christ and Peter) were described in
an article from 1906 as revealing “the man behind
the face” (pp. 440-41). This drawing is also similar to the artist’s undated drawing David
(Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, England).
The style of the head wrapping in the work at the
Fitzwilliam Museum, however, resembles more
closely a turban.
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52 SOLOMON, Simeon 1840 - 1905
English School
HOODED FIGURE
Gouache on heavy board. 14 1/8” x 10 1/4” (36 x 26 cm).
Inscribed in graphite on verso: Solomon; 7702 Durlacher;
in red ink: Durlacher; printed label: Lechertier, Barbe &
Co. 60 Regent Street, London.

Formerly: Durlacher Brothers, New York.
Note: In this haunting drawing by Simeon
Solomon, a ghoulish hooded figure is presented
against a dark night sky dotted with stars. While
the figure’s robe certainly references Solomon’s
well-documented interest in both Hebrew and
Catholic religious offices and rituals, this work
may also relate to Solomon’s desire to allegorize
the idea of ‘night’ and ‘sleep’ as reflected in a
series of mystical works in gloomy hues that the
artist produced on this theme. These works
include: One Watching in the Night (circa 1870,
formerly Irving Drutman, New York), I Sleep: My
Hearth Waketh (Christie’s, Feb. 16, 1886), Night
and her Child of Sleep (1889, Philips, Nov. 21,
1988), Night (1890, Private Collection), The Moon
and Sleep (1894, Tate Modern, London), Night
Looking Upon Sleep her Beloved Child (1895,
Jewish Museum, London). The figure’s hood in
this gouache drawing is also remarkably similar to
the blue hood framing the figures in the drawing
Night and Sleep (1888, Birmingham Museums &
Art Gallery) and the same starry sky can be seen in
the drawing The Winged and Poppied Sleep (1889,
Aberdeen Art Gallery & Museums), which has
been tied to French and Belgian Symbolism.
One of Solomon’s Symbolist tendencies was to
use abstract and natural phenomena like ‘love’ and
‘twilight’ to indirectly express mystical ideas, emotions and psychological states. Solomon also wrote
the prose poem A Vision of Love Revealed in Sleep
in 1871 during a trip to Rome with Oscar Browning
that narrated the ‘visionary travels’ of his soul over

the course of a night. According to Lionel
Lambourne, in this poem “the action takes place in
a dream” where the “visual images of those things
which we know only by name are made manifest”
(p. 283). As noted by John Addington Symonds
(1840-1893) in an article from 1871, Solomon’s
poem was key to interpreting his work as it “lays
bare the hidden purpose of the artist, and enables
us to connect picture with picture in a perfectly
intelligible series.” When Swinburne reviewed the
poem in Dark Blue Magazine, an aesthetic journal
from the 1870s, he wrote that in Solomon’s pictures there often exists a “suppressed tragedy of
thought and passion” that represents “some utter
sorrow of soul, some world-old hopelessness of
heart, mixed with the strong sweet sense of power
and beauty” (p. 305). According to the book by
Julia Ellsworth Ford from 1908, Solomon wrote
that “Night, Sleep, Death and the Stars” are the
“themes that I love best.”
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53 SOLOMON, Simeon 1840 - 1905
English School
PRIEST, 1896
Watercolor and some body color on artist’s board. 13 7/8”
x 10 3/16” (35.2 x 26 cm). Signed and dated in black body
color at lower right: SIMEON/SOLOMON / 1896.

Formerly: Lechertier, Barbe & Co., London.
Note: In this late work by Simeon Solomon, the
artist depicts a priest holding a liturgical vessel in
exaltation. While the same scene from Solomon’s
watercolor The Mystery of Faith from 1870 (Lady
Lever Collection, Cheshire) is reiterated here, the
composition is cropped so that the priest fills the
picture plane. Completed after the scandal over
Solomon’s homosexuality in 1873, this work also
indicates the artist’s persistent interest in religious
ritual and Catholicism in his late career. Beginning
with Heliogabalus, High Priest of the Sun in 1866
(Christie’s, Feb. 19, 2003), Solomon investigated
the mystical and philosophical implications of ritual – a polemic aspect of Catholicism that was
detested by British Protestants and was actually
forbidden by the Public Worship Regulation Act
of 1874. The ‘voluptuous mysticism’ of Solomon’s
late work, as described by the critic Lionel
Lambourne, may reflect the antagonism towards
non-conforming religious worship in England at
this time.
Curiously, Solomon became so intrigued by
Catholicism towards the end of his life that he
purportedly attended a Carmelite church in
Kensington, London, though he never formally
became a member. The artist’s decline as a result
of his arrest, trial and subsequent humiliation after
the scandal in 1873 unmoored him both personally

and professionally and may have instigated an existential attitude towards religion later in his life
that led him to frequently conflate Jewish and
Christian iconography. Algernon Swinburne, in his
article of 1909, wrote that Solomon ultimately had
a “ceremonial bias towards religious forms of
splendor or solemnity” as the divine service of religious officers represented the “‘full-blown dignity’
of official magic” (p. 302). According to
Lambourne, these later images of priests and rabbis also posses “stylized, ritualistic qualities that
pictorially anticipate the verse of the decadent
poets of the 1890s, Lionel Johnson and Ernest
Dowson” (pp. 281-82). The “decadent overtones”
of such works represent the artist’s growing religious ambivalence.
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54 DETMOLD, Edward Julius 1883 - 1957
English School
ILLUSTRATION FOR THE STORY OF
SINDBAD THE SAILOR IN “THE ARABIAN
NIGHTS”, 1922
Watercolor on heavyweight wove paper laid to board, no
discernible watermark. 29 1/4” x 20 1/2” (74.3 x 52 cm);
decorative border strips surrounding the watercolor, painted in ink, gouache and gilt. Monogram and date at lower
right: EJD 22. Overall dimensions: 36 5/8” x 26 5/8” (93 x
67 cm).

Exhibition: Rhode Island School of Design,
Fantastic Illustration and Design in Britain, 18501930, 1979.
Note: The Detmold twins were precocious artists.
At age thirteen they exhibited at the Royal
Academy and at the Royal Institute of Watercolor
Painters in London. In 1900, when they were seventeen, their solo exhibition of fifty animal studies
at the Fine Art Society made them the talk of
London. Eight years later, Charles Maurice
Detmold killed himself, inhaling chloroform,
“because he had done everything he could do.” His
brother Edward Julius carried on until 1957, a popular and beloved illustrator. When his eyesight
failed, he shot himself.
Edward Julius’s lasting achievement was a stylistic one: an uncanny fusion of realistic detail and
imagined inventions. He played with perspective,
changed the scale and thus inserted detailed depic-

tions into a world of mystery. It is hard to pinpoint
the line where one world transcends into another.
The technical achievements of the brothers were
as much celebrated as their youth: they excelled in
colored etchings, colored woodcuts, and chromolithography. The care bestowed on the presentation of the present watercolor speaks for Edward
Julius’s obsessive precision. A special frame is pasted
around the image, decorated in gilt, black ink and
green watercolor , enhancing an Eastern look.
The image depicts a scene described in the
introduction to Sindbad the Sailor. Sindbad the
Sailor meets Sindbad the Landsman, “a man of
poor and humble birth.” The encounter strikes the
Sailor to narrate the story of his life.
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55 DETMOLD, Edward Julius 1883 - 1957
English School
ILLUSTRATION FOR THE STORY OF BABA
ABDALLA IN “THE ARABIAN NIGHTS”, 1922
Watercolor on wove paper laid to board. 28 1/8” x 19 1/8”
(71.4 x 48.5 cm). Monogram and date at lower right in
red: EJD 22. Surrounded with separated decorative border, painted in watercolor and ink. Overall dimensions:
35” x 25 3/4” (89 x 65.5 cm).

Exhibition: Rhode Island School of Design,
Fantastic Illustration and Design in Britain, 18501930, 1979.
Note: About Edward Julius Detmold see cat. no. 54.
The scene depicted in the present image
describes the adventure of a narrator and a

Dervish who search for unheard-of treasures,
coming upon “mountains so close together that it
was necessary for the camels to pass through
singly.” While the Derwish is lighting a fire,
uttering strange words, a chamber opens, revealing “such treasures as surely mortal eye had never
gazed upon.”
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56 DETMOLD, Edward Julius 1883 - 1957
English School
ILLUSTRATION FOR THE STORY OF THE
THREE CALENDERS IN “THE ARABIAN
NIGHTS”, 1922
Watercolor on wove paper laid to board. 28 1/8” x 19 1/8”
(71.4 x 48.5 cm). Monogram and date at lower right in
red: EJD 22. Surrounded with separated decorative border, painted in watercolor and ink. Overall dimensions:
35” x 25 3/4” (89 x 65.5 cm).

Exhibition: Rhode Island School of Design,
Fantastic Illustration and Design in Britain, 18501930, 1979.
Note: About Edward Julius Detmold see cat. no. 54.
The “three calenders” are wandering dervishes.
The scene depicted in the present watercolor tells
about a magnetic mountain that attracted a fleet
of ships, making the nails fly out of the boards and

crashing the ships. A survivor learns from the captain that the mountain is “black, steep and inaccessible…On its summit is a dome of brass,
supported by ten pillars of brass, and on this dome
is a bronzen horseman, mounted on a bronzen
horse, bearing a spear of brass…while this horseman sits on his horse, the spell of the loadstone
spares no ship.”
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57 STUCK, Franz 1863 - 1928
German School
LUCIFER, circa 1890-91
Etching on Chine appliqué. 9” x 8” (23 x 20 cm). Signature within plate at lower left: FRANZ STUCK. Signed in
graphite below China paper at lower right: Franz v. Stuck.
Inscribed at lower right in red: 24; below: Lucifer STU 2/1.

Note: The subject and composition of this etching
by the German artist Franz Stuck is taken from
the artist’s painting Luzifer from 1890 that is now
in the collection of the National Gallery for
Foreign Art in Sofia, Bulgaria (another version is
lost). In both works, Stuck depicts the devil in the
form of the fallen angel Lucifer. Nude and pensively grasping his cheek, Lucifer confronts the
viewer with a glowering stare while his dark wings
unfurl behind him. The composition is often compared to Albrecht Dürer’s engraving Melancholia
from 1514 and Michelangelo’s Il Penseroso from
the tomb of Lorenzo de Medici. In 1908, the critic
Edward Jewitt Wheeler wrote that in Lucifer, the
“eyes are two red-hot piercing lights – fires not of
warmth, but of destruction.” A founding figure in
the Munich Secession group, Stuck is known for
his Symbolist paintings of mythological and biblical imagery with menacing overtones.
Born in Bavaria to a miller, Stuck attended the
School of Decorative Arts (Kunstgewerbeschule) in
Munich from 1878-81 and continued his education
at the Academy of Fine Arts from 1881-85.
Described as a decorative and intellectual artist,
Stuck is often compared to older German artists like
his friend and peer Arnold Böcklin (1827-1901) and
mentor Ferdinand Barth (1842-1892). Stuck has also
been called one of the ‘three princes of painting in
Munich’ alongside Franz von Lenbach (1836-1904)
and Anselm Feuerbach (1829-80). After exhibiting
his first paintings at the Glaspalast in Munich in
1889, Stuck won a gold medal and his fame skyrocketed. His subsequent exhibition of Lucifer in 1890
prompted critics to label it as the antithesis of his
popular work Guardian of Paradise from the year
before. In 1900, Stuck was awarded the Gold Medal
at the Exposition Universelle in Paris and he was
knighted ‘Franz von Stuck’ in 1905.
Stuck was established in the graphic arts before
his painting career took off in 1889. As a student,
he designed menus, greeting cards and invitations.
From about 1882 to 1892, he was chief illustrator
for the satirical magazine Fliegende Blätter and his
designs were published as copybooks, including
one entitled Allegorien und Embleme (1882).
These projects contributed to his reputation as a

skilled draughtsman and helped to disseminate his
work. In 1897, Joseph Pennell (1857-1926) noted
that the Swan Electric Engraving Company owned
by Sir Joseph Swan (1828-1914) had processed several of Stuck’s etchings for Fliegende Blätter. This
possible relationship to Swan, who advanced
halftone engraving and worked closely with Audrey
Beardsley (1872-98), may have contributed to the
precise and clear lines that garnered Stuck praise
from contemporary critics.
Stuck’s innovative blend of decoration, fantasy
and Jugendstil was seen as particularly unconventional. In 1896, the German art historian Richard
Muther (1860-1909) described Stuck as “a primitive artist” who “[approached] legends from all
sides, seizing their joyous grace and their demoniacal horror”(Kurtz, pp. 81-86). A year later in 1897,
the critic Paul Schultze-Naumburg wrote that
Lucifer is “not an ordinary personification of the
fallen angel” but represents “the incorporate idea
of Evil” (p. 155) stemming from a powerful imagination. It is worth noting that Stuck taught classes
at the Academy after 1895 that were attended by
artists including Paul Klee, Joseph Albers and
Wassily Kandinsky.
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58 GREINER, Otto 1869 - 1916
German School
TO MAX KLINGER, 1898
Lithograph. Dark green-ish ink on paper. Sheet: 27 ½” x
21 5/8” (70 x 55 cm). Inscribed on stone at lower left,
reversed: Rom 1898. On verso inscribed in modern hand:
Otto Greiner and 7299 Daniels.

Ex-collection: David Daniels.
Exhibitions: University Art Gallery/State University of New York at Binghamton
Sterling and Francine Clark Art Institute
Note: With this lithograph from the fin-de-siècle,
Otto Greiner proclaimed his admiration for his
friend Max Klinger (1857–1920), whose unique
style combining Art Nouveau with Classicism was
crucial for the Jugendstil artists. Executed by
Greiner as the frontispiece for his graphic cycle Of
Woman, this image represents Klinger’s decisive
influence on the younger generation of German
artists despite his infrequent association with the
official academic institutions. Klinger is best known
for his Symbolist paintings and the Beethoven statue shown at the Vienna Secession Exhibit of 1902.
He was also a pioneer of printmaking, which he
referred to as Griffelkunst or ‘stylus art’ in his 1891
treatise Painting and Drawing. Greiner was Kinger’s
most talented admirer and in 1908 an atricle in The
Studio magaine described him as a “spiritual relation of Klinger.” Greiner taught at the Munich
Academy and received distinction at the
Exposition Universelle in 1900.
Greiner and Klinger were both from Leipzig,
but only met during a stay in Rome in 1891.
Greiner completed Of Woman between 1898 and
1900 while he stayed at Klinger’s studio in Rome.
With this lithograph, Greiner attempted to capture Klinger’s unique brand of artistic synthesis,
which Kirk Varnedoe and Elizabeth Streicher
describe as “based on an apparent contradiction:
subjectivity and fantasy on the one hand, and
social awareness and realism on the other” (p.
xvii). Klinger was also influenced by the Classicism
of ancient Greece as well as the interpretation of
dreams and the unconscious. The other five
images included in Greiner’s Of Women also
exhibit the influence of Klinger’s erotic imagery in
drawings like Invasion in the Boudoir from 1882
(National Museum of Western Art, Tokyo).
Some of the more concrete figures in this enigmatic image specifically reference Klinger’s
iconography. Rolf Günther posits that in this

print, Greiner presents the Greek gods Athena and
Prometheus leaning against the block of stone
inscribed with Klinger’s name while the Gods of
Olympus watch from above “examining the newly
created human race” (p. 241). Günther also writes
that the group occupying the rocky shore in front
of the stone represents “the human tribe,” which
is “already engaged in a dispute and resorting
eagerly to every form of weapon that is to hand”
(p. 241). Klinger maintained a life-long interest in
Greek mythology and some of his most significant
graphic works draw on this background. Several
drawings from Klinger’s series Brahms Fantasies
(1894), for example, feature scenes from the life of
Prometheus and in the first etching of the second
part of his series On Death (1889-98), Zeus is represented as part of a group that also includes
Buddha and Moses.
An astute draughtsman, Greiner often used
mythological subjects to communicate his anxiety
towards the trials of modern life, particularly those
related to the opposite sex. He first trained as a lithographer and an engraver in Leipzig under Arthur
Haferkorn and then as a student of the history
painter Sándor Liezen-Mayer in Munich. As
Günther notes in his catalogue entry, Greiner’s
nudes attain an almost sinister quality that is tied to
early Symbolist indulgences in fetishism and misogyny. As mentioned in the exhibition catalog Strictly
Academic, Athena often appears in Greiner’s work as
a “kind of femme fatale whose whim dictates the
effectiveness of creation” (p. 40) and she thus represents the kind of capricious and unpredictable
female fancies that both fascinated and repulsed
early Symbolists and later, the Surrealists.
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59 BROCKHURST, Gerald Leslie 1890 - 1978
English School
THE BLACK SILK DRESS, 1927
Etching on off-white wove paper, no discernible watermark. Within plate marks: 8 3/4” x 6 1/4” (22.2 x 16 cm).
Signed and dated in reverse within plate: Brockhurst 1927.
Signed in graphite below image: G. Li. Brockhurst. Fletcher 58ix, published state, edition of 111.

Note: In this etching by the English artist Gerald
Leslie Brockhurst, the artist depicts his wife in the
style of Renaissance-revival portraiture prevalent in
European Academic circles at the time. Female
portraits were Brockhurst’s specialty and the majority of his prints from the 1920s featured his wife,
Anaïs Folin, unless they were commissioned by
outside patrons. This print entitled The Black Silk
Dress is based on an oil painting of the same name
that was acquired by the St. Louis Museum of Art
in 1926. The etching retains the composition but
presents the sitter in reverse. In 1924, the reviewer
H. Stokes praised Brockhurst’s technique, writing
that the resulting works are “exquisite in harmony
of design and perfection of craftsmanship, yet, with
a few notable exceptions, unemotional, unworldly
and detached from the actuality of life.”
Brockhurst trained as a teenager in his hometown at the Birmingham Municipal School of Art,
where he was influenced by the revival of traditional
draftsmanship, and later attended the Royal
Academy in London from 1907 to 1913. After being
awarded a Gold Medal and Traveling Scholarship
upon graduation, he visited the continent, especially Paris and Milan. In Italy, Brockhurst was particularly influenced by Sandro Botticelli, Piero della
Francesca, and Leonardo da Vinci. In 1919, the
Chenil Galleries in London showed the first major
exhibition of his paintings and the artist was elected
as a fellow to the Royal Society of Painter-Etchers
and Engravers in 1921 and the Royal Society of
Portrait Painters in 1923. According to Gordon
Cooke of the Fine Art Society, Brockhurst was so
successful that galleries and collectors routinely
fought over his entries to the Summer Exhibitions
at the Royal Academy. Marlene Dietrich and the
Dutchess of Windsor were among his sitters.
Though Brockhurst reportedly began etching in
1904, his first print edition featuring the Irish poet
Francis MacNamara was produced in 1920. First

championed by artists like Seymour Haden and
Alphonse Legros, intaglio etching became increasingly
popular in England in the 1920s and prints of classicizing scenes with romantic figures proliferated. Stokes
claimed in 1924 that despite his illustrious background, Brockhurst lacked any training in etching and
therefore approached each work as a type of ‘experiment.’ His talent was quickly noticed and his pristine
beauties, which have been described as ‘glamorous yet
reserved,’ were admired widely for the skill with which
the artist rendered a panoply of various textures.
The extravagant clothing, aloof expression of
the model, and economy of line in this print are
characteristic of Brockhurst’s style. Known for his
ability to transcend the formal limitations of copper etching, Brockhurst nevertheless employed the
kind of realistic detail eschewed by the modernists.
When his work was shown at Knoedler Galleries in
New York City in 1927, one New York Times
reviewer praised his precision but cautioned against
the overuse of detail. It is worth noting that
Brockhurst replaced the generic landscape in the oil
version with a simpler background of a drawing
room. Moreover, this print encapsulates a period in
the artist’s career when he had reached the height
of his popularity but had not yet experienced the
downsides. Brockhurst’s acrimonious divorce from
Anaïs in 1941 was highly publicized as he had taken
up with the sixteen-year-old Kathleen Woodward,
who later became his wife and primary model.
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60 BERMAN, Eugène 1899 - 1972
Russian School
TWO FIGURES, 1941
Watercolor and black ink on thin wove paper, no discernable watermark. 10 3/4” x 8 3/8” (27.4 x 21.3 cm).
Signed and dated at upper left: E.B. /1941.

Ex-collection: Russell Lynes, New York.
Note: Signed and dated to 1941, this watercolor by
the transnational artist Eugène Berman is likely tied
to his painting of the same year entitled Time and
the Monuments (Portland Museum of Art). Many of
Berman’s paintings from the 1940s featured fantastical ruins set in sparse yet classical landscapes. Born
in St. Petersburg to a family of bankers and lawyers,
Berman was sent for schooling to Germany,
Switzerland and France. During this period one
teacher in particular, whom Julien Levy (19061981) describes as both a painter and practicing
architect in the Palladian tradition, inspired
Berman’s interest in the Italian Baroque. The artist
was also influenced by the early works of Giorgio de
Chirico (1888-1978), who Berman claimed demonstrated that a “modern artist can look back and
dream and be of his own time” (Lynes, p. x). It is
not unlikely that the current watercolor was done at
about the same time as the robed figure leaning on
a severed Baroque altar niche in Time and the
Monuments, on the right side of the painting.
Eugène Berman, alongside his brother Leonid
Berman, is considered a Russian Neo-Romantic
painter and is also known for his set and costume
designs for the theater and opera. Both artists fled
the Russian revolution of 1918 for Paris, where
they exhibited melancholy figures set in dreamlike
landscapes inspired by Picasso’s blue and rose periods. Other Neo-Romanticists in Paris at this time
include Pavel Tchelitchew (1898-1957), Christian
Bérard (1902-1849), and the Dutch painter
Kristians Tonny (1907-1977). Eugène was also a
student of Maurice Denis (1870-1943) and
Édouard Vuillard (1868-1940) at the Académie

Ranson in Paris and exhibited at the Salon
d’Automne and the Salon des Tuileries. The
Berman brothers also ran the journal Formes where
they advocated a style of ‘Neo-Humanism’ that
rejected Cubism (as did the Surrealists) but was
poetic and academic.
In 1935, Eugène immigrated to the United
States and was later naturalized as a citizen. The
artist found great success abroad and after exhibiting with the Julien Levy Gallery in New York City
he was featured in a retrospective at the Boston
Institute of Modern Art in 1941. After 1940,
Eugène lived in Los Angeles with his wife, the
actress Ona Munson (1903-1955) while his brother
stayed in New York. Eugène was especially known
in the U.S. for his designs for productions such as
Concerto Barroco (1941), Romeo and Juliet (1943)
and Danses Concertantes and Le Bourgeois
Gentilhomme (1944). In California, Eugène’s
painting grew increasingly theatrical in response to
his experiences with Hollywood and has been
labeled ‘Magical Realism.’ The late works thus
depart from the more introspective paintings of
the 1940s where “symbolic muses presided over
ravaged landscapes, bearing lonely witness to civilization’s demise” (Ehrlich, p. 73). After his wife
committed suicide in 1955, Eugène left the U.S. to
spend his final years in Rome.
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61 COCTEAU, Jean 1889 - 1963
French School
A MAGUS WITH MANDRAKE, AND A
LETTER TO BRIAN HOWARD, 1931
Graphite and estompe on medium weight wove paper.
10 1/2” x 5” (26.2 x 12.7 cm). On verso in ink over some
graphite: Brian Howard with a pentagram. Surrounding
the drawing, is the following letter:
Clinique de Toulon,1931
Très cher Brian, J’avais honte et dégout animal de me
montrer sous cette forme vaincue. Insulte à vos yeux
chargés de toutes les innocences et de tous les savoirs,
insulte au sourire de Tony et à l’inestimable cadeau de sa
forte et douce présence. Demain je serais moins lâche et je
ne me laisserai plus tomber au fond de la fatigue et de la
crasse. Jeanjean m’emportera sur la colline de Tamaris et
ensuite il vous amènera me dire bonjour. Je suis très
heureuse d’apprendre que des amitiés se nouent à l’ombre
de cette paratyphoïde et arrangent votre location
d’appartement. Je vous embrasse tous deux. Jean
Translation:
Toulon Clinic, 1931
My dear Brian, I was ashamed and felt an animal disgust
at showing myself in this diminished form, an insult to
your eyes, so full of innocence and knowledge, an insult to
Tony’s smile and to the treasured gift of his strong and
gentle presence. Tomorrow I will be less cowardly and I
won’t let myself collapse into tiredness and squalor. Jeanjean will take me up the hill of Tamaris and then will
bring you over to say hello to me. I am very happy to learn
that friendships get tied in the shadow of someone suffering from paratyphoid fever, and that they help you to find
a place to stay. Love to both of you, Jean

Note: In 1931, after completing his fist film, Blood
of a Poet, Jean Cocteau felt the need to restore his

shot nerves. He moved into the Hôtel de Tamaris
near Toulon, accompanied by an entourage of
poets, actors, musicians, a monkey and an
Annamite houseboy. In September of 1931 he
came down with paratyphoid fever. His friends
Edouard and Denise Bourdet took him to a hospital in Toulon, where Edouard visited him every
day and “never returned home without some drawing chosen from among dozens Cocteau nervously
produced during his enforced leisure.” (Brown, p.
305)
The addressee of the present letter, Brian
Howard, was the fast living, fashionable golden boy
of London’s “Bright Young Things”. He was in
Toulon with his friend Tony whom Brian called in
a letter to his mother “a really sweet stupid person.” Brian also reported to his mother that
Cocteau got him “the most charming little flat
high over the harbor belonging to a woman friend
of his.” (Lancaster, p. 195) The somewhat elusive
end of the present letter seems to refer to this
transaction.
The pentagram appears next to Cocteau’s signature from the late 1920s on. Here it marks the
chest of the magus, who thus becomes Cocteau
himself, a gesture typical of the artist who so often
poured his life directly into his art.
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62 BRUDER, Harold
American School

b. 1930

PORTRAIT OF ROBERT ISAACSON, 1965
Oil on canvas. 24” x 24” (611 x 61 cm). Initialled at lower right: HB.

Note: This portrait by Harold Bruder captures the
late collector and dealer Robert Isaacson in his element. A prescient connoisseur of nineteenth century art, Isaacson passionately championed this
misunderstood epoch from the 1960s onwards.
Born in 1927 in St. Louis and raised in
Leavenworth, Kansas, Isaacson was largely selftaught and was known in the New York art scene
for his “good looks, droll wit and erudition”
according to his obituary from The Art Newspaper.
As James David Draper wrote in the catalog for the
Christie’s sale of a portion of Isaacson’s collection
(1999), Isaacson “became a paradigm of the scholarly dealer” and his gallery on East 66th Street was
a “hub for a widening circle of partisans of the
nineteenth century” (p. 10). Isaacson was made
Guest Director of the Vassar College Art Gallery in
1967, where he curated the first American exhibition of the work of Jean-Léon Gérôme and his
pupils. Isaacson, who officially retired from dealing
in the 1970s, also contributed to two pioneering
exhibitions of the work of William-Adolphe
Bouguereau (1825-1905) at the New York Cultural
Center in 1974-75 and the Wadsworth
Athenaeum in 1984-85.
In the present work, Bruder depicts Isaacson
with three of the collector’s nineteenth century
works of art in the background: Gérôme’s painting
First Kiss of the Sun to the left, Bouguereau’s

painting Seated Bather to the right, and a sculpture
by James Pradier (1790-1852) in the center. The
painting is also representative of Bruder’s style
characterized by broad planes and crisp, dark shadows as seen in works like The Passageway from
1972, which was illustrated in the catalogue The
Figure in Recent American Art from 1974. Born in
New York City in 1930, Bruder studied at the
Cooper Union before teaching at the Queens
College of the City University of New York from
1965 to 1995 (he was chair of the art department
from 1982-85). Bruder also taught at the Kansas
City Art Institute (1963-1965) and his work was
shown in the exhibitions Narrative Painting at the
Kansas City Art Institute in 1972 and A Sense of
Place at the University of Nebraska in 1973.
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